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This report examines

perform the GPS functions

possible with the GPS C/A

ABSTMCT

the technical feasibility of alternate waveforms to

and to result in less complex receivers than is

waveform.

The approach taken to accomplish this objective is (a) to identify, after

a quick brOad overview, a few promising waveforms, (b) to complete the architec-

tural synthesis of a GPS system based on the new waveforms, (c) to analyze the

performance of these systems in providing ranging and communication capability

and (d) to assess the impact on receiver hardware and software.

One conclusion is that the class of pulsed waveform, when combined with

emerging matched filter technology,permits the use of a greatly simplified

receiver,design. A major part of the report consists of description of a

pulse-based GPS design. Although very specific, the design was intended as

a vehi(:lefor performance analysis on’ly<and many refinements and alternatives

within the same class are possible.

Other classes of wavefoms such aa tone ranging and chirped ~ waveforms,

although adequate, do not seem superior to the present PN encoded CW waveform

for GPS.

Finally, if the “alternate”waveform is simply the present C/A waveform

but with substantially increased power level, it is show that with the present

designs the performancewill be greatly increase or, alternatively,performance

margin un be traded for a simplified receiver implementation.
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1. Introduction

Lincoln Laboratory waa tasked,

the FAA through DOT/TSC, to examine

planned Clear Acquisition (C/A) GPS

SWRY

in an interagency agreement sponsored

alternate waveforms to the presently

waveform. The purpose waa to review,

by

select and propose waveforma which would perform the GPS ranging and data

carrying functions for navigation, using the GPS satellite, but would result

in greatly simplified (and therefore less costly) civil user receivers.
-,

Quantitative performance criteria were not specified, but in a broad compari-

son, performance of the alternate waveform, in terms of navigation output,
.

should at leaat equal the performance achievable by a sequential receiver

using the GPS C/A wavefom.

Performance criteria to be included were ranging performance, data hand-

ling capability, time-to-firstfix, acquisition and re-acquisition capability,

and sensitivity to multipath.

The general approach specified was to perform a quick broadbrush review

of waveforms, including the present C/A waveform with higher pOwer level, and

select a very few promising waveforms for a more substantial design effort.

The more detailed designs then would allow credible numerical performance

characteristics to be obtained.

.,

Complexity of civil user equipment was to be the major criterion for

recommending any changes, in particular alternate or additional waveforms,

to GPS because user equipment cost, which reflects the complexity, was deemed

to represent the largest component of the total cost of a widely accepted and

implemented system.

The principal results of the task outlined above were reported in brief-

ings to the sponsor and a set of four Working Papers. They are summarized in

this report.

2: Outline of Principal Results and Conclusions

Following s short review of the principal classes of waveforms, based on

their properties to detemine range and range rate when optimally processed,

a few classes were identified as interesting: the burst pulsed high peak power,



IOW duty cycle, waveforms combined with some method of bandspreading; the

pulsed waveform with a regular P~; the multitone waveform; the present C/A

waveform but with more power. For each class a detailed design was proposed

making choices for a number of additional parameters such as data modulation,

featurea for synchronization,and more. khile there was often a good reason

for specific choices, the designs and their characteristicsare considered

only representativeof what can be obtained using the waveform. More refined

designs may result in different and more pertinent choices of parameters.

Early in the study certain “desirable” signal structure features were

identified which were adopted in the deeigns where appropriate. One such

feature was the channel sharing method based on TDMA (Time Division Multiple

Access). The pulse-burst GPS waveform design and tbe multitone GPS waveform

both use TD~. ,......,.

The advantages of TDMA, irrespective of the specific waveform, are rather

compelling for a low cost receiver and are discussed in some detail in Section

7 of this report. One such TDMA fomat would allow each pair of antipodal

satellites to transmit in one of twelve timeslots, the total cycle of twelve

slots with fixed assignments repeating itself indefinitely. Each timeslot can

be further subdivided into signal segments performing specific functions and

into a “guardtime’tto guarantee that signals transmitted in consecutive timeslots

by satellites at large range differences to a user can not overlap. In the

pulse-burst design a first segment consists of a burst of pulses for synchroni-

zation and ranging. A secnnd segment of pulses transmitted at a lower duty

cycle serves the purpnse of transmitting the data. In the multitone design

the first segment is reserved for transmission of pure carrier for phase-lOck-

ing, a short second segment is reserved for transmission of tnnes for ranging

for which phase locking can occur very fast since the carrier frequency offset

is knom from the first segment, and in a third segment DPSK modulated carrier

is radiated for data transmission. Briefly stated the principal conclusions

on the pulse-burst design (Section 4 in this report) are as follows.

1

,.

I
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If a high peak power (2k), low duty

about one-third the average power and the

cycle pulse burst waveform, having

same infomat ion centent as the

current C/A wavefom, were added to or would replace the C/A signal on the GPS

satellites, it would be poaaible to produce a high performance navigation re-

ceiver of considerably less complexity than the present single channel sequen-

tial receiver. The specific PN-encoded pulse burst waveform design and the

receiver design take maximm a&Jantage of the features of the emerging CCD

(Charge Coupled Device) retched filter technology. The receiver, as compared to

a receiver using the c/A signal, exhibits comparable Or better accuracY, greater

update rate (of the order of one per second) which can be made adaptive depend-

ing on user platform maneuver condition, and lower time tO first fix (Of the

order of 20 seconds). ~is receive~,~ld exhibit less sensitivity to multipath

and to signal dropouts because it would continuously track all satellites in

view and could essentially instantly re-acquire a lost signal.

These advantages of an additional waveform must be weighted against the

cost and difficulty of producing high power pulses on board the satellites.

A brief survey has indicated that suitable space qualified power generation

hardware is or soon will be available. Also interference and interoperability,

even if the new wavefom had to replace the C/A waveform, do not seem to present

unsurmountable problems. No detailed analysis however was done on these iseues.

The advantage of an additional waveform consisting of multitones were not

as clear-cut. The specific design (Section 5 ) allowed demonstration of the

capability of adequate performance with coneideralby less peak power require-

ments (8 dB) than the pulse buret eystem described above. The system would be

sensitive to interferencehowever. The core of the receiver hardware would

consiet of a bank of PLL (Phase Locked Loops) operating in a narrow band around

a set of knom but changing frequencies. Unless great stridee are made in

developing cheap PLL’s in the half megahertz range, no great coet savings are

expected.

xi



A third class of waveforms which was considered (Section 6) consists of

an unending PN-encoded pulse train, with a PRF (Pulse Repetition Frequency)

specific for each antipodal satellite pair. The advantage of this wavefom

over the TDNA pulsed GPS design lies in the fact that a lower duty cycle

satellite transmitter is needed and the user clock stability requirements can

be relaxed (from one to 6 parts in 107 per second). As was the case for the

TDw designs, the use of signals from more than the minimal four satellites is

possible at little additional computational cost while eliminating problems

associated with satellite selection algorithms and problems associated with

change-over between selected configurations. The specific PRFDW (Pulse Re-

petition Frequency Division Multiple Access) design requires, during a signal

acquisition, additional computation for pulse sorting which was absent in the

other designs. And finally, the class of the present CM PN encoded GPS wave-
..:”.,

form with a slight parsmeter variations waa considered. The wavefom is ill-

suited to a sequential receiver for the data collection function. To resolve

this difficulty satisfactorily one may resort to a separate data collecting

channel and an additional signal, or dedicate time intervals to collecting data

while suspending the tracking function. In general, more power yields better

performance of the delay locked loops and phase locked loops resulting in

faster (re-) synchronizationand possibly higher ranging accuracy. Tha higher

power level makes matched filter applications attractive. The CCD correlator,

around which the burst-pu,lseGPS waveform was designed, is less well suited

for the C/A waveform because of the long code (1023 chips) and the need to make

it programmable, although technology advancea may change this eituation.

In this study we also investigated several important issues transcending

specific wavefom choices, such aa handover capability from an alternate wave-

form to tbe P-mode and the clock stability requirements for several range up-

date rates. The former was found not to present any serious difficulties. The
~

clock stability requirement for the TDNA pulse (burst) design and the multi-

tone design, apart from bias and frequency offset, was characterized by (the

square root of) the Allan variance of one part in 107 per second, to keep the

clock error contribution to the ranging error below 13 feet. For the PRFDW

design the clock stability requirements could be relaxed to about 6 parts in

107 for the same contribution to tbe ranging error.

xii



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The basic reason for studying the possible use of GPS by civil aviation

is that the system will almost certainly become fully operational and the poten-

tial for taking advantage of this navigational resource by non-military users

will alao exist. Tha system is being daveloped and will be maintained by DD,

under present plans; hence a navigational aid with outstanding capabilities in

accuracy and coverage will be in place for use by the military. This systeTn

can also be used by the civilian sector, as ~EGA, LOM and TRANSIT have been

A difficult issue to address is the establishment of cost-

performance goals for airborne navigational equipment. It is not unreasonable

used.

for a user to expect a new generation of equipment to provide better performance
, .<

at a lower cost than the one it replaces, particularly if the major development

costs of the system (including some classes of user equipment) are borne by

the Defense Department. Performance, however, is a multidimensional quantity

which includes not only position determination accuracy and update rate, but

coverage, reliability and the efficiency with which the user’s interface with

the equipment tells him what he wants to know regarding where he is and how

he is to get whera he wishes to go. Without performance criteria, new systems

concepts tend to be compared with existing systems in artificial ways, such as

how much better the new one will be with respect to isolated performance

measures. What one wants to know, instead, is how much better off the user

will be, in a comprehensive and general sense, if he adopts the new systm.

This viewpoint does not lend itself to numerical precision, but we intend to

be guided by it in asaesaing the various alternatives and their impact on

user equipment within the scope of this study.

1.2 Scope of the Study

The present study is focused on user equipment suitable for civil air-

craft, and using GPS signals. We are prilnarilyconcerned with receiver sim-

plicity, reliability and operational characteristics. No attempt will be made

to predict actual dollar costs of equipment alternatives, since predictions of

1



this kind require in each case s detailed design and production cost breakdow,

together with a practiced jud~ent regarding market realities which we do not

pretend to possess. However, we are very much aware that cost to the user in

dollars is the real issue, and we intend to address that issue as closely as

possible by using engineering judgment in place of the techniques of production

cost forecasting. We also believe that this is a reasonable approach to the

problem at its present state, since the system alternative to be considered

are sufficiently varied as to cause the resulting receiver/processorsto

differ fundamentally from one another. At a later etage, when design choices

of a much more specific kind are to be made, within the context of a chosen

signal and dsta format, then hard dollar coating efforts would be appropriate.

But, in this study we rely heavily on complexity as an indicator of cost, along

with a general knowledge of the cost trends of the major component classes
. ,: ..

which are bound to be represented in the user equipment.

There is need for a study of equipment alternatives for civil aviation

users even in the context of the presently planned waveforms and signal para-

meters. The military themselves envision an entire spectrum of user equipments

for these signals. The questions of the relative advantages of multichannel

versus sequential receivers and the possible use of the wideband P channel ver-

sus exclusive use of the relatively narrowband C/A channel are still open, in

the context of minfium-cost receivers meeting civil performance goals. More

detailed questions, such as loop parameter optimization and proceeding algo-

rithms for position determination and satellite selection also merit study.

However, the problem is much broader than this, since it includes the

general option of another signal for civil users. NO detailed grOund rules

have been stated regarding such a signal, beyond a general willingness to pro-

vide a modest amount of space, weight and power, aboard the satellites, for this

purpose. Obviously, such an add-on package must not interfere with the original

equipment in any way. Still another option is the modification of one or both

of the GPS signals to facilitate the design of low-cost receivers for civil uae.



It is, therefore,natural to divide the study into two parts: one devoted

to exploring the potential of parameter variation within the framework of the

present GPS signal/data structure, and the other devoted to,an evaluation of

the possibilities of other generic classes of waveform and data structure.

The problems of carrier frequency and average power are comon to both parts

of the study, while consideration of short-term and long-term duty cycles for

the satellite transmitteralso arise in the second part.

The signal requirements for a one-way ranging system such as GPS are

basically a time-taggedranging waveform and a means of convaying data which

allow the user to compute the satellite’s position. The time tagging conaiata

of the provision of recognizable points in the waveform together with an in-

clusion in the data of the times of.tranamiaaion of each of these POin@. The

present GPS waveforms (P and C/A) are CW, using biphaae pN coding fOr ranging,

and synchronous, biphase DPSK modulation for data transmission. The major

alternative ranging waveforma’,especially pulsed waveforms and CW tone ranging

waveforms will be considered. Each ranging waveform can be combined with any

of several feasible data modulation techniques to complete a waveform definition.

In addition, the data structure can be varied. This is an Important consider-

ation since the relevant data remaina unchanged for long periods in satellite

memory and can be transferred to the user for acquisition of precise and

approximate Information on the ephemerides of all the satellite, clock

anomalies, ionospheric propagation models, and so on.

Beaidea these alternatives for the signals from individual satellite,

there are important alternatives for sharing the available channel among the

24 satellites. Presently, GPS uses code division (CDNA),which combines well

with the PN ranging wavefom. The other principle alternatives, TDW and

FD~, will be considered for each of the waveform alternative.

3



Thus, the signal structures to be studied can be broken dom in a number

of ways:

GPS modification or new, additional signal

Carrier frequency and power levels

Ranging waveform used

Data modulation technique employed

Structure of the transmitteddata

Nature of the multiple-access technique used.

Each of the many alternatives resulting from this multidimensional break-

dow will be examined from the point of view of the implications fOr the re-

ceiver in terms of complexity,“asdiacuased above.

1.3 Methodology

It would be desirable to establish the potential of each of the signal

options described above for yielding satisfactory performance using a simPle

receiver. .ksmentioned earlier, this performance is not a single number, but

a set of qualities, many not amenable to precise numerical measure. Some

performance features which can be assessed numerically are:

Accuracy of a single position fix

Update rate of effectively independent fixes

Information data rate

Time to a first fix (TTFF) from start with
varying degrees of a priori information.

Even these qualities are described by averages and probability distributions

because they depend upon many variables, such as satellite geometry and user

latitude. Other qualities must be described parametrically,such as:

Probability of loss of ranging data and time tn

re-acquisitionas a function of user dynamics

and orientation.



A final class of performance features is qualitative, but no less important,

in nature. These include:

The initializationrequirements of the syetem,

i.e., initial loading of current GPS system

data (if this is required) and the ease with

which this is accomplished.

The nature of the output information displayed

to the user and the ease with which he can

obtain navigational guidance from his equipment.

Fortunately, tl~eselast two items are largely independent of the signal wave-

form and, although somewhat dependent on data structure, can to a large extent

be discussed as features of any user ,:yestmbased on GPS, as compared to those

based on VOR/D~, Loran-C, etc.

Returning to the problem of complexity/performancegOals* these are ‘f

direct relevance in the case of two of the performance qualities which can be

most reliably detemined for a system concept, namely positional accuracy and

update rate. These requirements vary greatly between the air traffic control

extremes of trans-oceanic flight and final terminal approach. Correspondingly,

the cost-effectivenessof a navigational system depends more on which of these

ATC regimes it serves satisfactorily than whether its positional accuracy is

100 feet.or 1000 feet. To relate the two requires the missing ingredient of

performance goals.

If every signal option were evaluated in terms of all the performance

measuree discussed above, a large mtrix of numerical and qualitative data

would be obtained. Each elaent of that matrix would be the result of optimiz-

ing a receiver design, balancing the various conflicting performance require-

ments, for that particular signal option. Besides being a task of impractical

magnitude, the results would be only as good as the optimization performed,

and the subjective choices made in such an optimization.

,



Instead of such a thorough evaluation we divided the waveforms up into

major categories based on the prime function of the GPS waveform, namely, rang-

ing and by the exercise of judgment rather than detailed evaluation rejected

those which did not seem competitive. This process led to three major classes

of waveforms, namely the pulsed TDW waveform, the tone ranging TDW waveform

and the present CW class. Rather than consider all possible variations and

refinements in each class, a complete system design was performed, based on

a large set of specific choices, for each major class. The resultant candidate

is then used as a vehicle for performance analysis and in its broad conclusions

representing the whole class. If an actual system design choice were to be

mde one could further investigate the variations in each class for optimiza-

tion. Such work was considered beyond the”’Scope of this study.

Some issues were found to transcend the choice of waveform modulation.

For example, it appears that multiple access by time division is inherently

desirable, from the point of view of receiver costs, because one receiverf

processor channel can then perform ranging on all visible satellites in turn.

A less obvious result is that with ranging data available from all usable

satellites, an elaborate satellite selection algorithm can be dispensed

with, and superior navigation obtained with a nominal increase in the com-

plexity of the position computation algorithm. Some general conclusions such

as this can be made without detailed system designs, but often the basic

truths of a subject as complex as this one are perceived only after working

out many detailed examples.

Another example may be the role played by multipath. It is hard to

conclude much from general statements on multipath, but an assessment of its

effects on a few candidate signal/receiverdesigns may permit some generali-

zations. It was decided not to pursue the effects of multipath in our detailed

designs.
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The main results of this study are the selection of a few promising

alternate waveforms for which a GPS waveform and receiver design was carried

through the initial stages to verify performance claims. It emerges that the

class of pulsed TDW waveforms is promising enough to warrant further develop-

ment and, perhaps, detailed further work by the civilian agencies in order to

exploit the potential of NAVSTAR GPS.

Most of the material presented in this work, and portions not reported

here, has been published in the fom of Lincoln Laboratory working papers.

1.4 Further Outline of the Report

In Section 2 we discuss the winnowing of the options based mainly on

the capability to perfon ranging, which is still the most important function

to be performed. Out of this discussion emerge signal design concepts qualify-

ing for further evaluation. They are:

a) Sect{.On 3, the basic GPS C/A signal structure,
but enhanced in power level by a significant
amount.

b) Section 4, a TDNA pulsed waveform system

c) Section 5, A TDW tone ranging system.

d) Section 6, a PRFDMA pulsed waveform system.

In Sections 7,8 and 9 we discuss issues transcending specific waveform

choices such as the operational implications of TD~, handover capability and

the role of clock stability in a low-cost receiver.



2. ~VIEW OF WAVEFO~ CHOICES

2.1 Choice of Waveforms for Ranging

In this section we review quickly the several ranging methods and provide

some rationale for having limited our study to a few clasaes of waveforms for

each of which we will design a prototype GPS system.

For purposes of navigation the user is in an unknom position (within

bounds) and tries to establish his poaitlon relative to several aourcea at

known locations (with the sources often providing the data from which their

location can be determined). One method of obtaining relative location is

through ranging or range differencing, and then establishing the user position

by multilateration. ,,,-

Some navigation systems, such as INS, do not rely on external signals,

but are capable of integrating displacement and, given correct initial condi-

tions, provide user position. We do not consider such systems, not even

as ranging aids , but concentrate instead on methods of ranging based on exter-

nally transmitted and received signals.

2.2 Basic Types of Ranging Systems

There are many possible system approaches to ranging.

interrogate-replytype, where the user interrogates several

First there is the

sources (e.g. satel-

lites) and deduces two-way range from the delay in the reply. The most rudi-

mentary form of interrogate-replyis the radar eystem based on an interrogation

with RF pulses. If an object reflects a portion of the energy in the pulses,

the delay with which the echo is received is proportional to the two-way range.

&other form is the cooperative interrogate-replymethod such as ia used in an

Air Traffic Control Beacon system or an IFF system. Several such satellite

based navigation systems were studied at Lincoln Laboratory (Ref. 1). One

further distinguishes such systems into simplex and duplex systems depending

on whether interrogate-replyhappens sequentially or simultaneously (using

frequency or code orthogonality for example).
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The second type of ranging syateq is one in which the several sources

transmit timemarked signals from which the user deduces one-way range. If

the source location is unknom or continuously changing aa is the case for

satellites, the signala must carry sufficient information to make it know.

The data must also allow the time markings to be expressed in source-clock

time. The latter allowa the user to deduce the time of transmission of the

signals. The ranging task ia complicated by the fact that the transmitted

time is expressed in source-clock time and the time of reception in recefver-

clock time. If however, one considers the several source-clocks to be syn-

chronized (maybe after adding corrections obtained from the transmitted data)

the only error derives from the user clock. Assuming for a moment that all

range-readings are taken simultaneously then the user clock error constitutes

just one more unknown to be determined together with three position coordinates.

A set of four rangea allows the user to obtain a solution. Non-aimultaneoua

readings will introduce additional errors due to user clock imperfections, The

GPS C/A and P modes are ranging systems of this second type and this is the only

tYPe considered further.
I

2,3 Satellite Configurations,Frequency Choices, Channel Sharing I
The choice of sources leada to such diverse ranging ayatema as begs,

Loran, Transit and now NAVSTAD GPS. It is beyond the scope of this study to

consider new satellite configurationsOr even the addition of, for example,,a

gee-stationary satellite to the presently prOjected GPS configuration. The

same holds for frequency choice. No new frequency choices were considered.

However, since two frequencies (Ll = 1575 ~Z, L2 = 1227 NHz) have been allo-

cated, either one or both could be considered for possible waveform change.

Since ranging to several sources is necessary, the problem of channel shar-

ing arises. The C/A signals of GPS are shared via CD~ with a separation as

expressed by the peak crOsa-correlationof the pN codes Of 21.6 dB for mximum

doppler. Within the class of CDNA waveforms variations on codelength or code

generation procedures have been explored (Ref. 2,3) in the context of a leas

costly GPS receiver (called Spartan). PN encoding in a CDW setup fulfills

simultaneously the role Of providing Processing gain for the matched filter,

and signal separation.

9



FDW is generally undesirable if each signal already requires substantial

bandwidth for other reasons. If one user receiver must receive all signals,

FDW does not seem amenable to a simple receiver and is not considered further.

TDW, provided the signal (re-)acquisitionproblem is kept simple, ia

the solution resulting in the optimal use of bandwidth and power. In the TDM

systems proposed in this study each satellite in turn is assigned a fixed

timeslot. Guardtime of about 18 msec to avoid signal overlap is provided

corresponding to the maximum possible range difference (5600 b) Of twO satellites .

to a user. TDW is ideally suited to a one-channel sequential receiver. Section

VII in this report highlights its benefits. Obviously during each time-slot a .

wide variety of waveforms may be transmitted.

We have considered one additional mode of channel sharing, called PRFD~,

where each of the several signals consists of an infinite train of very short
,..,:-.

pulses with different PRF’s (Section 6 ).

2.4 TDPW Wavefom Choices

A choice of waveform is based on a set of criteria, in this case ranging

and communication performance, not only in terms of accuracy and bit error

rates but also in terms of easy signal (re-)acquisition and synchronization.

hd finally there is simplicity of implementation of the receiver.

The requirements for data communication are mild; only 50 bps must be

reliably transmitted, and even so the same 1500 bit message is repeated about

120 times. Such redundancy could be exploited to an extent to coast through

signal fades.

The requirement for ranging accuracy is the most daanding. Ranging is a

function performed by radars. All waveforms of interest have been analyzed and

synthesized in connection with radar applications. Waveforms are classified

according to the nature of their ambiguity function (Ref. 4,5). The ambiguity

function is the squared envelope of the matched filter response to the received

signal, often represented as a surface with independent variables the mismatch

in delay and doppler between the signal and a local replica. Desirable features

of the surface are a sharply defined central peak for zero mismatch in delay

10



and doppler, if range and rate ia to be measured, or a sharp ridge extending

in the doppler dimension, if only range is to be meaaured, and very low even

sidelobes. At the same time, the behaviour of the surface in the immediate

vicinity of the peak or ridge should have, or allow easy generation of, an I
indication of the direction in which the peak lies, for

tive action. We discuss waveforms with these desirable

properties in mind.

2.4.1 Constant Carrier Single Pulse

the purpose of correc- 1

ambiguity function

The most basic ranging wavefom is the constant carrier single pulse

with basic characteristica time-bandwidthproduct of unity. The ambiguity

function is concentrated in a unity-size cell in delay-doppler space with a

negligible portion of the pulse energy in the sidelobes. Sidelobes are deter-

mined by the exact pulse shape. Ranging accuracy relates to how well the peak

of the ambiguity function can be located. For an ideal square pulse the

ambiguity function in the delay dimension is triangular*and would in principle

result in perfect accuracy. For a pulse of practical interest, the accuracy

is often expressed by a lower bound on the standard deviation

error

1u>~=

r

2T6 2E
~

where 6 expresses RNS signal bandwidth. In this expression 6

tral moment of IS(f)12 where S(.) is the Fourier transform of

signal; N* is one-sided spectral density of white noise; E is

& the ranging

is the second cen-

the modulating

the signal energy.
.

The value of UT approaches more closely the asymptotic lower bound for higher

EINO.

The above formula is useful for sensitivity analyais. It shows that in-

creasing bandwidth and E/N. increases accuracy. One way of increasing E would

be to chose a longer pulse. However, It can be shorn that longer pulses result

in deireaaed bandwidth 6, the twO effects canceling’each Other at least in the

delay dimension. (Accuracy in the doppler direction, which is not considered

here, improves with longer pulses).

*see, for example, p. 486, 488 in Skolnik, “Introduction to Radar Syatema”.
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If it is true, within limits, that a short pulse and a long pulse can give

equal ranging performance, one may look at a regular train of short pulseswhich

contains the same energy as the single big pulse and which are coherently

integrated. The result is a “bed-of-spikes”ambiguity function with improved

delay and doppler resolution capability,but with the possibility of incorrectly

relating to the wrong spike. The central spike (which has dimension & as do

all spikes) reflects the good properties of a single narrow spike in the delay

dimension and those of a fictitious long pulse (as long as the train) in the
*

doppler dimension. Such a train is a first example of waveforms where some form

of modulation (here amplitude modulation) results in a large time-bandwidth

product.

Other classes of so-called pulse-compression signals with large TB-products

have been developed. They cmprise the waveform classes with thumbtack, sheared I

ridge and bed-of-spikes ambiguity functions’.’’””‘“ ~

2.4.2 Wa”eforms “ith Thumbtack hbiguity Function* ~

In this class the large time-bandwidthproduct TB, resulting in a resolu- ~

tion cell size of l/TB, is generated by some non-linear phase function which

can be removed by a matched filter receiver. Generally Doppler mismatch

disturbs this match and therefore the effect of signal compression. In the

class of waveforms generating thumbtack ambiguity function there is generally

a large potential for interference from high Doppler-delay sidelobes.

Consider first the single-pulsewaveform and focus attention on the phase

modulation. Whether continuouslyvarying phase variation is considered (result-

ing, for example, in the subclass of frequency-shiftcodes), or constant-phase

steps (subclassesare phase-shift codes with further division into poly phase-

shift codee, or its simplest version, the phase-reversal codes) the differences

lie more in the realm of implementationthan in the potential for ranging

performance as their ambiguity functions are all of the same type, as long as

there are no regularities in, fOr example, for the phase-reversal class~ the

sequence of phase-reversals. It is easy to see, for example for the phase-

reversal codes, that a high time-bandwidthproduct, TB, means a long code (T)

and a high chipping rate (B).

_—
*For illustration, see, for example, Reference 4, P. 133.
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As a second case consider a single pulse but amplitude modulated. The

amplitude may vary continuously,or in steps. Aa lo]~gas there ia no regularity

in the way the amplitude varies a thumbtack ambiguity function results. Even

if the extreme mplitude variation of on-off is used, but the resulting pulses

are irregularly spaced, the irregular time spacing (sometimescalled staggering)

will avoid doppler ambiguitiesbecoming pronounced as they were for a regular

pulse train. Instead of irregular spacing, the pulses could be pseudorandomly

coded in phase or frequency with a similar result.

Generally the thumbtack function is the “ideal” ambiguity function

for ranging even if the sidelobe levels are high, although less pronounced

than is the caae in, for example, bed-of-spikes type ambiguity functions.

2.4.3 Waveforms with Sheared Ridge hbiguity Function*

This ia the claaa principally of linear FM wavefoms or stepped-frequency

approximations to linear FN, and cohe~ent pulse traina with linear frequency

shifting frm pulse to pulse. The basic drawback of this class of waveforms

ia that no independentmeasurement capability exists in range and doppler.

While a frequency sweep ia easy to implaent, one needs an aid to resolve the

range-doppler ambiguity. tie such solution is to have an independent doppler

reading (for example, from a pulse with no FM modulation) while another solution

is to have two FM signals each with different slope. In our study this class

waa not further considered since such “fixes” would result in more complicated

designs than in the caae with the other classes discussed here.

2.4.4 Class of Harmonic Signals

This is the general class including harmonic tones and specially con-

structed square waveforms such aa BINOR (Ref. 6). The latter replaces the

sinusoids of the tones by geometricallyrelated square waves as far as the

generation of the baseband waveform is concerned. They may differ in the

choice of RF modulation where BINOR could use DSB with suppressed or reduced

carrier, while tones use phase or frequency modulation. The square waves

approach is kno~ not to be superior to pN encoding in performance or eaae

of implementationand was therefore not studied further.

*For illustration, see, for example, Reference 4, p. 237.
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The tone ranging approach is interestingbecause of the properties of

the ambiguity function in the delay dimension. Accuracy is determined by the

choice of the highest frequency. hbiguity (repetitionof the highest peak

where tones are cophasal) is determined by the lowest harmonic tone. In

between peaks the ambiguity function, around the highest peak, varies mono-

tonically. This slope is an indication of the direction in which the delay has

to be changed in order to achieve the peak. This is in strong contrast with

PN-encoding where, outside of the region of alignment of about two chips, no

indication exists as to whether to advance or retard the local code replica

for better code coincidence. Therefore, for long codelengths and low signal

levels, as is tbe case for the prasent GPS signal, where matched filtering

is impractical at present, one has potentially a serious code acquisition and

synchronizationproblem. This is even more serious for the sequential receiver

where the several codes are continuously to.be re-synchronized.

The potential of tone ranging to allow fast synchronizationwas promising

enough to warrant a complete waveform design effort (Section 5).
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3. USE OF PRESENT C/A WAVEFOW WITH Mom pO~R

In this section we sumarize the results of a study on the effects on

receiver complexity if the present C/A waveform would be retained but the

available power level would be increased by a substantial amount (in the

range of 5 to 15 dB).

3.1 Context for the Study on Increased Power

A

In the

generic GPS receiver is considered and its several functions

analysis the following requirements have been assumed:

The presently proposed C/A GPS waveform must be

The receiver must be sequential.

The receiver must have simuitaneoua ranging and
collecting capability.

anaiyzed.

used.

data

The output must be 3D position and velocity with
accuracies comparable to those presentiy advertised
for GPS.

The emphasis on the use of more power is not necessarily
to provide more accurate ranging but simpiified circuitry,
but neither will a highiy degraded ranging capability
be acceptable.

The envisioned user class requires that the receiver be
capable of coping with moderate dymmics (ig). Higher”
dynamica are allowed to reduce performance but not to
mke the receiver totaiiy fail.

The noise consists of ambient noise pius unintentional
radar interference in a 1 NHz band at the L1 frequency.

The GPS waveform dictates certain receiver functions. ~iS study

15
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Specifically:
The code synchronizationfunction is analyzed. Of
concern is the time it takes to synchronize. The
sync function provides the ranging capability and
allows carrier respreading.

The carrier acquisition snd tracking function is snalyzed.
Again acquisition time is of concern as is the sensitivity
of the phase tracking loop to user dynamics. The principal
outputs are doppler reading and data demodulation
capability.

The data demodulation function is analyzed in terms of
error rates as a function of signal-to-noiseratio.

.,

The sequencing function is analvzed. The “dwell-time”
per satellite determines user t~ack update rate and to -,
a certsin extent, complexity of tracking algorithm.
Other related issues are the relationship of bandwidth
of the Phase Locked Loop (PLL) to dwell time, and the
effect of dwell time on allowable oscillator quality.

3.2 Sumary Statements on Impact of“MorePower on GPS Receiver I

In this section we sumarize the conclusions of our study. The details

of the analysis are in Appendix A.

3.2.1 Code Synchronization

An increase of power by an amount of 10 dB would reduce the synchronization

detection time on a given code phase to as low ss one meet. That time iS

particularly suited to the C/A code since it corresponds tO s full cOde length

of 1023 chips. The correspondingdoppler which can be tolerated is * 500 Hz.

The above calculation is valid for a detection threshold of at least 10 dB

over the 1 kHz bandwidth. In normal operation of a sequential receiver with

dwell time on each satellite of the order of one second and a relatively cheap

Voltsge Controlled Oscillator (VCO) of 10-7 Hz/Hz, it is expected that the

received carrier frequency at the end of a three-second period will still be

within the bandwidth, for a user with modest (lg) dynamics. It is also expected

that the code phase can be predicted to within 1 or 2 chips. Re-acquisition

of the code thm will only require at most a few code phase tests and at worst

one or two frequency steps. Total re-acquisition time will then require only

a few nsec.
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The situation is entirely different at cold start when no a priori knowl-

edge is available on doppler frequency or code phase. For the maximum doppler

uncertainty of 4342 Hz from satellite motion and 1 kHz from user motion the

maximum synchronizationtime could be reduced to 20 seconds for a 10 dB power

increase above the present GPS level.

3.2.2 Possible Use of Shorter Codes

If there were any pressing reason to hold dow code-acquisition time, or

if still more power than an increase of 10 dB were available, one might consider

the use of a shorter code andlor incoherent integration to great advantage. But

the use of shorter codes will narrow the mrgin between code cross correlation

aidelobes and the code auto correlation function peak. That margin determines

multiple code access capability. The -23.9 dB margin (no doppler present) for

the present C/A code shrinks to -17.5 dB for a shorter 127 bit Gold code. This

margin could become even less due to ,differentdoppler affecting the different

codes.

3.2.3 u~e of M~t~hed Filter f~~ c~de sy~chronizati~~

The use of shorter codes could bring new technology to bear on the code

synchronizationproblem such as the use of matched filters in the form of

char~e coupled devices (CCD). The CCD matched filter obviates the need for

code-phase search and the delay-locked loop, and realizes the full correlation

processing gain. At present, however, the applications of the programmable

CCD correlator in advanced engineering developments, are still limited to

codeleigths of up to 256 chips.

3.2.4 Increased Ranging Accuracy

The code tracking accuracy in terms of the chip splitting capability

increases roughly as the square root of the signal to noise. For example, a

10 dB increase in power roughly results in an increased chip splitting capa-

bility of a factor of 3.

3.2.5 Increased Performance of Carrier PLL

A trade-off study waa performed on increase in performance

PLL as a function of

adjustable bandwidth

increaaed power. The presently considered

to allow rapid acquisition on the one hand

of the carrier

PLL works with an

and sufficiently

17
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accurate phase tracking on the other hand. The degree to which bandwidth can

be narrowed depends to a large extent on the dynamics of the user. Sudden

accelerations translate into accelerations of phase. The transient phase

behavior and the steady-state loop errors then depend on the order of the PLL

and in particular on the filter in the PLL. The result of increased SNR is

that the phase error due to dynamical effects dominates the nOiae-induced errOr

more and more. The optimal loop bandwidth becomes larger with increased SNR.

Figure 3.1 illustrates, for signal-to-noiseratios at the input Of the pLL Of 25

to 45 dB, what the optimal choice of bandwidth BL would be when the phase errOr

components are weighted (weight 2 for steady-state error resulting from acceler-

ation versus weight 1 for standard deviation Of the nOise induced phase errOr).

The analysia applies to the second order PLL. Larger optimal bandwidths here

mean for example that the receiver becomes less sensitive to carrier frequency

offsets (either from motion or from clock errors) Or, fOr a given Offset> can

phase-lock in a shorter time. This is important for the sequential receiver

where one switches to a different signal at a rate Of maybe Once, and pOssiblY

many times, a secOnd. Initial acquisitionwill require, in a cold-startmode,

fewer frequency bands to be searched.

3.2.6 Bit Error Wtes

h increase in signal-to-noiseratio contributes directly and indirectly

to lowering the bit error rate. First it increases the detection energy

available after a given integration time. hd secondly, the use of a wider

bandwidth in the PLL gives substantial protection against cycle slip in a

dynamic user environment, thus lowering the occurrence of bit errors.

3.2.7 Shorter Dwell-Time per Satellite

In a sequential receiver higher SNR means a quicker code and carrier

acquisition. This feature allows shorter dwell time per satellite to be more

efficient in terms of collecting ranging information (but not necessarily for

data collection). Shorter dwell time will result in a higher ranging and

position update rate. For a given requirement on the accuracy of the smoothed

user position a higher update rate allows individual range measurements to be

less accurate. This may allow a simpler circuit for delay lock loop tracking

.
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to be sufficient. In the military GPS receiver implementations,the delay lock

discrimination curve is usually obtained from the output of two or more cOrre-

lator channels. OrLemore correlator channel is used to perform the function of

stripping the code from the signal and to provide the input to the Costas loop

for carrier tracking and data demodulation. Simpler Delay Locked Loop (DLL)

error generating methods, such as the use of tau-dithermethods, may eliminate

the use of several correlator channels. 1

3.2.8 Possibility.ofUsing Less Costly VCO .1

In continuationof.rhe argument.made under point 3.2.7, it can be sta.t.ed

thatif shorter dwell times can be implemented, the time between “vis:its”tO

the same satellite are shorter. Less frequency drift, will then accumulate

with respect to the carrierfrequency of a particular satellite while other

satellite signalsare collected.. This allows-theuse of a iess stable..and

consequently cheaper.oscillator. For the GA applicationour designs have
-7

aimed “at1 g user .dy.namics,a 10 Hz/Hz oscillator and position update rates

from lto .4 seconde (dwell tires .25tol sec.) .

These eight points sumar.ize..ourfindinga on the effect Of a GPS“’c/A

waveform with more power.
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4. A TD~ PULSED GPS

The advantages of

low-cost GPs receiver,

WAVEFOW

TDNA waveforms as a class

and they are discussed in

are rather compelling for a

some detail in Section 7.

In this section we introduce a particular TDNA example, namely a pulsed system.

The fundamental tradeoff between the extremes of pulsed and CW wavefoms lies

between the cost and difficulty of generating high power pulses on board the

satellites and the advantages of simplicity and performance gained for the

receiver. In this report we emphasize the advantages for the receiver, which,

in our opinion, are sufficiently great to balance the possible difficulties

associated with high transmitterpower. A brief survey hss indicated to us

that suitable, space-qualifiedpower generation hardware is or soon will be

available, and the interoperabilityof such a pulsed transmitterwith the

other functions of the GPS satellit~.hardware does not seem to present insur-

mountable difficulties, but this last point has not been analyzed in detail

in this study.

Our main intent was to complete the design of a pulsed GPS waveform and

derive performance from it which is considered representative for the class of

pulsed systems. A2though an attempt was made to select optimum choices many

refinements are poesible.

4.1 Waveform Description

In the system described here, the satellites transmit part of their message

using short bursts of high energY Pulses. The message portion is preceded by a

set of identical pulses from which ranging information is derived. The L-band

carrier

data is

tent is

ia spread by a PN code (BPSK modulation) st a 4 ~z chipping rate. The

PP (Pulse Position) modulated on the spread carrier. The message con-

chosen to be the same aa for the presently proposed GPS system.

4.1.1 Power Level

The first consideration iS the needed POwer level. The signal carrier

power to noise power density ratiO (C/No) at the receiver front end is practi- 1
tally determined by the required detection energy (correspondingto chosen

values for probabilities Of detectiOn and false alarm) and the frequency offset

one must cope with (which fixes integration time).
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For a chosen value of .97 probability of detection and 10
-6

probability

of false alarm, based on coherent integration, the required sign,?lenergy to

noise power density ratio EO/No ia 14 dB. To simplify the particular TDM

pulsed design under consideration,we wanted to operate at a fixed receiver

frequency, independentlyof the doppler present, or the clock error. To main-

tain an Eo/No of 14 dB under the worst frequency offset of 5.5 kHz with the

above probabilities the integration time waa chosen to be 64 psec and the power

ratio C/N. to be 58 dBHz. The EO/NO for no frequency error is then 16 dB.

a receiver noise figure of 5 dB the required received power is -141 dBw.

Choosing a receiver antenna gain of O dB and a satellite antenna gain

11.5 dB, a path loss of 184.5 dB at the longest user-satellite distance at

For

of .

5° elevation, and an atmospheric loss of 1 dB, the required transmitted peak

power would be 2 k~,~.Tahl,eL-1.s~~marizes the power budget.

4.1.2 Signal Format

We chose a strict TDW format, allowing only the two satellites in anti-

podal positions to tranamit simultaneously. The total timeframe, of as yet I

unspecified length, will therefore be divided into 12 slots. Since a time

measurement will be obtained from at least four satellites per frame, trans-

mitting in designated slots, the position update rate is determined by the

frame length. Update rates should be higher than once per several seconds for

adequate tracking performance. h argument can be made that higher update

rates allow good tracking through maneuvers or allow the tracking filters to

be substantially simpler. Most importantly a high update rate or short frame

time avoids the possibility of the short-term clock drift accumulating any I

substantial timing error. The issue of clock stability in relation to these I

receivers is the subject of Section 9. We therefore opt for short frames.

In the design we chose a one half second frame length. In a strict TD~

system the timeslot per satellite pair is then 41.6 msec, To avoid overlap

between the transmissions of different satellites (closest at zenith and far-

thest at lowest elevation) a “minimum” guard time of 17 maec is needed. We

expanded this to 19.134 msec after other time parameters were chosen. The useful

transmission time is divided into preamble and data transmission as shown in

Fig. &l. I

—
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TABLE 4-1. PO~R BUDGET

Transmitted Peak Power
+ 33 dBw (2 kw)

Satellite Antenna Gain + 11.5 dB

Path LOSS On frequencY L1 ‘n
Longest Path (25824 ~)

- 184.5 dB

Atmospheric Absorption , . -1 dB

Receiver htenna Gain O dB

Received Peak Power 141 below lW or -141 dBw

Receiver Noise Figure of 5 dB
199 dB below lW per ~
or -199 dB-joule

Ratio of Received Peak Power to
NOise Power Density 58 dBHz

per pulse of 64 psec -42 dB aec

Ratio of Received Signal Energy to
14 to 16 dB (up to 5.5 kHz

NOiae Power DenaitY frequency offset allowed).
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Fig. 4-1. Pulsed signal format.
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The preamble consists of eight pulses, allowing synchronizationwith the

PN code and accurate timing (ranging). The message pcrtion consists of twenty

pulses, each pulse conveying four data bits (see Section 4.1.5 on modulation).

4.1.3 Waveform

All pulses are 64 psec long and identical. The L1 carrier is BPSK modu-

lated by a code 256 chips long, at a 4 ~z chipping rate. The higher chipping

rate was chosen over the 1 IMZ rate for the present C/A Cps signal in Order tO

reduce the receiver’a sensitivity to multipath by a factor of four. For a 4 ~z

rate the altitude above which no multipath effects from a flat surface are felt

reduces to about 2,000 ft. for a minimum elevation angle of the satellite of 5°.

Since the signals of the 12 satellitepairs are strictly time multiplexed,

a comon single code can be used.

4.1.4 Ranging and Spchronization
,’.,

As sho~ before, the preamble consists of 8 pulses. We consider here the

issue of detection, synchronizationand ranging.

Table 4-1 showed the SNR per pulse at the output of the matched filter to

be 14 dB with 2 dB margin. This establishes a probability of detection (inco-

herent phaae) of PD = 97% and a probability of false alarm of 10-6.

The 2 dB margin is used against the drop in SNR due to doppler mismatch.

It can be easily shorn that for a worst doppler of i 5500 Hz the power fallhff

of the autocorrelation function is 1.8 dB for a 64 psec integration time.

The range accuracy in terms of chip-splitting capability is

where UT ia the standard deviation of the TOA error from receiver noise only.
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The sampling noise, at 8 ~z sampling rate, adds

u
1

=A —
s 2m

The basic accuracy per pulse,

‘Rl =
~GT2 + 02~

for A = 250 nsec is then

= 44 nsec.

However, ranging will be based on the timing of 8 pulses resulting in

OR= ~ OR = 15.5 nsec or ft ~
ml

which is the basic ranging accuracy. Obviously other error sources add to

this error. One is the errors n satellite”~oiition which is implicitly trans-

mitted in the data and which can be calculated by the user. These “ ephemeris

errors” are estimated to be smaller than 5 feet. The min reason for keeping

these errors so smll is that the identical data are used in the P-mode with

basic ranging accuracies claimed better than 5 ft and all Other errOrs must

therefore be kept commensurately small. Errors from tropospheric delays and

satellite clocks are of the order of a few feet. Errors from multipath can be

a substantial fraction of a chip. For this reason the higher chipping rate of

4 ~Z was chosen. For this reasOn the altitude floor above which a user would

not be affected by multipath is reduced from 8000 ft to about 2200 ft. The

principal potential error contribution is from uncorrected ionospheric delay.

Since a simple sequential GPS receiver probably does not use the dual frequency

correction method one must rely on a model. Several such models have been

proposed. It was estimated that with the use of a model statistically 50% of

the error remains. One redeeming feature is that the

lated in time, thus acting more like a temporary bias

The resulting user position will be slightly in error

error is strongly cOrre-

rather

but in

than a random error.

a consistent way.
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The model lilcelyto be used is similar to the General Dynamics “Semi-Static

Crossline Ratio Technique.” The technique ia based on two tables stored in the

user’s processor and which correspond to the two seasonal extremes. Each table

gives vertical group delay for 5 degree increments around the magnetic equator.

For every 5 degrees increment in latitude away from the equator it prOvides the

ratio of the vertical delay as related to the corresponding delay at the mag-

netic equator. Satellite data provide three coefficients for seasonal inter-

polation. The delay at any angle different from vertical can then be calculated.

4.1.5 Data Modulation

With a wavefom based upon a single coded pulse, it is natural to think

of pulse-positionmodulation (PPM) for data transmission because of its economy

of power. In other words, a given bit error rate (BER) can be achieved with

less signal-to-noise

ia at most 22.5msec

m,inilmumdead time is

lengths in duration,

ratio than higher duty cycle waveforma. The message block

in length, since,the preamble requires 2.048 meet and the

17.09 msec. ~is message block is roughly 350 pulse

and the only problem is to divide this interval into

symbols, each of which conveysK bits by placing each Pulse in One Of 14= 2
K

positions. Then l.~H 350, where N is the number of symbols per message block.

Pulse position modulation is a special case of M-ary signaling with ortho-

gonal waveforma. In the incoherent case (appropriatehere) the probability of

a symbol error (PSE) is given by the expression

where M is the number of pulse positions and

2
5 = energy per pulse

%=N
0 noise power density “

A symbol error cauaes a number of bit errors and the probability that an

arbitrary bit ia in error, is given by

lM
— PSE .‘ER = ~ M-1
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Allowing a 2 dB margin, our signal-to-noiseratio is 14 dB, and for this value

of Ep/No the BER varies with M as shorn in the following table:

KM BER— — —

24 3.48 X 10
-6

38 6.86 x 10
-6

4 16 1.33 x 10
-5

The larger the value of M, the lower

sirable to keep the BER on the order

the duty cycle of
-5

of 10 or lower,

the waveform, but it is de-

hence M=16 is the logical

choice. Actually, since bit errors occur in groups with PPM, the BER as defined

above is somewhat misleading. A bet,tercriterion would be expressed in terms ‘f.,.,.
mean time between bit errors, i.e., the expected length of a run of correct bits.

-5
With M=16 and E /N = 14 dB, the symbol error probability is PSE = 2.49 x 10 ,

po
and it is easy to see that this yields the same error-free run length as an equi-

-6
valent code with independentbit errors and a BER of 6.23 x 10 . Hence fOur

bits per symbol is an adequate choice.

Since a s~bol is now 1.024msec long, the message block can hold no more

than 21 symbols, and a reasonable value is 20 symbols, which makes the message

block 20.48 msec long“and leaves 19.14 msec for the guard time. The design

then provides 80 bits per frame, which can be broken intO 5 bits for satellite

ID and 75 bits for data, for an overall data rate of 150 bps. Table 4-2. sum-

marizes the data demodulation aspect of the pulsed design. Figure 4-2 illustrates

for the chosen 16-ary PP modulation how the symbol error rates depend on SNR.

The system design provides 14 dB SNR with a 2 dB margin. Even if the margin

is exhausted the symbol error performance is quite satisfactory.
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TARLE 4-2. DATA DEMODULATION SLMRY

Data Message Length: 1500 bits

Data Rate : 80 bits/frame of .5 sec with

5 bits for ID and

75 bits of data

At 14 dB SNR

probability
of symbol error : 2.49 10-5

Average length of , .,
error-free run: 4.02 10 4 symbols

= 1.61 105 bits

= 107 messagea

= 17.8 minutes

Bit error rate for independent 6.23 10-6 per aec
errors:

29
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Fig. 4-2. PSE and average message runlength without error versus SNR for
16-ary PPM.
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4.2 Receiver Design

The following section sumarizes the results,of a detailed look at the

implementationaspects such as choice of hardware, size and to a limited

extent cost for the TDNA wavefom using PN encoded pulses.

The hardware implementationsketched out is only one of mny approaches

and is not intended as the model of future hardware but rather as a representa-

tion of one possibility for purposes of sizing (and to an extent costing as well).

4.2.1 Receiver Hardware Design

The o~~erallreceiver..block diagram is show in Fig. 4-3. The receiving

system consists of three sections; the IF/Demodulator section, the Specisl-

Purpose Logic,..a.ndthe Microcomputer. The IF/Demodulator filters and-ampli-

fies incomiz~gRF signals, heterodynes the desired signal te baseband, demodu-

lates the PN coding in a correlator-pairwhich provides..integrationover the

pulse duration, and converts the resultant co.rre$atoroutput.into a digital, ,.
output sample. The correlator output is also fed to””the sync detection circuitry.

The special-purpose logic provides three functions: sync detecttin,..time-

of-arrival determination, and data demodulation. This

the microcomputer.

The.microcomputer perfoms she data verification,

samples to be used, and determination of position...As

ductitiiy”this study did not consider the computational

determination; that work remins to be done at a later

information is fed to

selection o.f“range

noted in the intro-

spects of position

date.

A block diagram of the IF/Demodulationcircuitry prior to the correlators

is shorn in Fig. 4-4. The design approach is straightforward. The most

difficult item is probably the relatively narrow-band filter used on the

front end to reject interfering signals.

The baseband correlator, combining, and analog-to-digital conversion

circuitry is essentially the same aa that used in the development of the

JRSVC radio*. The direct applicability Of that work wOuld reduce the effort

required to configure the GPS receiver.

A block diagram of the special-purpose logic is shorn in Fig. 4-5.

*
Work presently undeway at Lincoln Laboratory.
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Fig. 4-3. Werall block diagram.
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Fig. 4-5, Special purpose logic.
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!
The analog output of the ccrrelator combining circuitry is fed into the

sync delay circuit, where it is thresholdedand shifted into a shift register.

As signals propagate through the shift register, a point in time will occur

when sync pulses appear at all the taps of the register simultaneously,and

this is the instant at which receipt of sync is recognized. The sumed out-

put of the regist~ taps is compared to one of two possible values, and an

output declared when the threshold is exceeded. The reason for the use of

two threshold values is to allow signals to be acquired only when all eight

sync pulses are detected, but to remain in track with less than eight detections.

This reduces.:the probability that the.signal will fallfrom track merely because

one sync pulse was missed.

The detecced sync startsthedata demodulation counter which controls

the demodulation o.f..thedata, and also loads the time-of-arrival‘register

which stores the time at whith the syn$ arrived. The data demodulation

cou.nt,ercauses strobe signals,to be generated which sample the A/D output

at the..aixteenpossible data correlationtimes and determine the larg=t,

or most probable, position of thedata pulse. This POsitiOn, whi~~ y+~lds

the data, is.stored and subsequently read out to the computer.*

Duringinitial acquisition the first :ayncsignal receivedstarta data

demodulationand tbe ID signal recovered from the data is loaded into the

segment counter to initialize the receiver with respect to the transmit

pattern. IDs of subsequent signals should then agree with the se~ent

counter.reading at t,hatime they are received; if not, a misalignment is

present, and acquisition ia reinitiated. Refinements of the alignment veri-

fication can readily be incorporated if desired.

Data is fed out from the special-purpose logic to the microcomputer at

the end of each data symbol time. The microcomputer performs data manipula-

tion and verification, aa well as processing of time-of-arrivalinformation

to determine position.

*Detailed diagrams on sync PrOCeSaing 10giC reSulting in logic cards labeled
numbers 1 to 3 are included aa Appendix B.
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4,2.2 Receiver Packaging and Sizing

In order to arrive at some estimate of receiver complexity and size it

was necessary to generate a first pass at the design and then estimate what

it imp~es in terns of a receiver package, The receiver front end and special-

purpose logic were considered in some detail, and drawings generated are in-

cluded in the Appendix. Other portions were estimated based on similar work

on the JRSVC radio or other projects at Lincoln Laboratory.

The receiver packaging as presently conceived is shown in Fig. 4-6. The

“receiving” portion of the package, containing circuitry prior to the micro-

computer is approximately 4.75 x 10 x 3 = 142.5 cubic inches. In the overall

package as shown provision waa mde for three microcomputer boards. Depending

on the speed of computation required, and the amount of memory required, this

my not be sufficient. If not, the package would obviously grow beyond the

4.75 x 10 x 4.25 size (2o3 in.3) shorn in Fig:‘“4-6.

A rule of thumb for weight of equipment of this type is 25 cubic inches

per pound, which would lead to a receiver weight estimte of approximately

6 pounds.

“

In sumary, this initial broad-brush look at the design of a receiver for

use with the proposed Pulsed GPS system indicatea that adoption of a system of

this type could lead to implementationof navigation receivers for the civilian

market at moderate prices.
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Fig. 4-6. Packaging of TDW pulsed GPS receiver.
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4.3 Conclusions on TDNA Pulsed Waveform Design

We have examined, out of the TDM waveforms, the class of pulsed signals

and composed a signal structure which, together with the emerging CCD techno-

logy, has led us to a design resulting in a simple receiver. The main advantages

for the hardware are the absence of any DLL or PLL. Also the pulses are shOrt

enough to be insensitive to several kHz of frequency offset either due to

relative user-satellitemotion (Doppler) or oscillator instability.
1

Certain features such as the 4 ~z signal bandwidth, which is beneficial in

obtaining high ranging accuracy, were chosen more for protection against multi-

path. The ceiling of approximately 8600 ft. above which there is no marked

effect from ground related multipath for the GPS C/A signal is reduced tO
-,

2150 ft. So while we increaaed the bandwidth by a factor of four, it is still

leas than half that of that allotted to the GPS P-mode on the same frequency. At

the same time, an average transmitted power,.~f about one third that of the C/A

mode is needed to provide very satisfactory performance for ranging and data

transmission. The data rate provided in the design was three times the present

C/A GPS signal data rate mainly to reduce the time-to-first-fix (TTFF).

The PN-code chosen was only 255 chips long compared to 1023 for the C/A

GPS signal. The latter has interference from other GPS satellite signals to

deal with (cross correlation aidelobea) while in the candidate design there is

only one signal at the time. The number of chips in a pulse, whose length was

determined by required energy per pulse for detection and the desire to be

insensitive to the maximum occurring doppler, waa then more a question of

accurately determining TOA of the pulse in noise. The above limitation due to

doppler and a low 14 dB SNR per pulse has been improved upon in the design by

using a pulse burst (here 8) to synchronize for data demodulation and obtain-

ing an improved measurement of pseudorange.

Finally, pseudorange readings on all visible satellites are obtained

within .5 seconds. This provides the capability of varying user tracker

update rates, depending on the computational capabilities provided. For

example, a one second update rate may be desirable during maneuvers, while a
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four second update interval may be quite acceptable i~inormal flight. This

capability in turn my reduce the complexity of the user tracker. The

.5 second pseudorange update rate allows several such measurements to be

mde per user tracker update, providing the capability of extrapolating (or

interpolating) the measurements of the several satellites to a common time.

This feature compensates for the loss of pseudorange-ratemeasurement available

to the C/A GPS receiver with a phase-locked loop. The interpolation process

is discussed in detail in Section 9.

, .
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TABLE 4-3. SWRY OF FWTURES AND PERFOMCE OF TD~ PULSED GPS DESIGN

Power Levels

Transmitted Average Power 7.2 w

Transmitted Peak Power 2 kw

Transmission Format 8 pulse burst over 2.048 ms=, (25% short term duty
cycle), 20 pulses spread over 20.48 msec.(6.25%
short term duty cycle).

Deadtime of 477 msec.(.35% overall duty cycle).

Power at Receiving Antenna -141.25 dBw

Received C/N0(5 dB noise figure) 56 dB-Hz

E/N. per pulse 14 a
,’.,

Signal Design Features

Bandwidth at baseband 4 MRz

Ranging Capability Provided by sync on PN encoded pulse burst

Data Carrying Method 16-ary PP-Modulated pulses

Data Rate 150 bps

Data Repetition Period for user 10 sec

Receiver Features

tinging CCD matched filter and special sync 10gic

Carrier Tracking Loop Absent

Data Demodulation PPM demodulation logic

Start-up Circuitry Absent

Cold Start Capability Superior to capability of C/A waveform

Range Update Rate 2 Hz simultaneously for all visible
satellites

Measurement Type Range

Sensitivity to Multipath None above 2200 ft originating from
ground reflections
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5. A TDMA TONE BANGING GPS WAVEFORN

As pointed out in Section 2, Tone Ranging, based on the properties of the

autocorrelation function, has the potential to be a very good ranging waveform

if sufficient range ambiguity resolution is present. The latter is provided

by using several tones. The tones can be chosen to be clustered to maximize

bandwidth utilization. Tone ranging is vulnerable to jamming. However, in this

study, jamming resistance or security were not considered.

Any alternative to the present continuous PN encoded waveform must provide

ranging and data carrying capabilities. In this section the ranging capability

is provided by a set of tones frequency modulating a carrier. Data are effi-

ciently transmittedin separate time intervals, BPSK modulating the same

carrier.

Tone ranging is an established“technique(Ref. 6). A well-knom system is

GWRR (Goddard ~nge and Range Rate System) built in the mid-sixties. The sys-

ternused a set of harmonic sidetones for tracking spacecraft in near-earth

orbits and a combination of tones and PN coded signals for cislunar and trans-

lunar distances. Studies on tone ranging have also been performed in support

of the AEROSAT program (Ref. 7).

Several things have been learned from these studies. We incorporate in

our deeign some featuree without further motivation. The first one is the use

of clustered tonee instead of the fundamental tones needed for range ambiguity

resolution. The eecond feature is the method for carrying data on a separate

subcarrier or on the basic carrier itself in a time multiplexed mode. A third

one is the choice of modulation (PM or ~) . The constant signal envelope, in

that case, allows the output amplifiers to be operating at their saturated

level.resulting in maximum output and efficiency. Although exponential

modulation is used at transmission,no complementary demodulation can be

used. The reason iS that fOr the tYPical wide bandwidth Of such mOdulatiOns

the received signal to noise leve].s(below O dB) do not allow regular FM or PM

demodulation to be effective. Instead, a direct filtering of the sidetones,

either at IF or even better (3 dB), at baseband, is used.
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The chief difference between the GPS tone ranging problem and previous

tone ranging systems is that not one but twenty-four radiating,sourcesare

involved. Each satellite must use basically the same set of fundamental tones.

If all satellites use the same carrier frequencY L1 as well, a seriOus inter-

ference problem will exist. Indeed the FM generated RF spectrum consisting of

the tones, hamonics and intertone hamonics is very wide, the width being

determined by the modulation index. The only way continuous signals would not

interfere would be when the correspondingsatellites ate not simultaneously

visible to the user or the difference in doppler is sufficient to separate the

spectral lines for the receiver.

A eolution to this problem is to use a TDW waveform where only two

satellites (in antipodal positions) transmit simultaneously. Each pair of

satellites then transmits in one of twelve assigned timeslots. The twelve

timeslots make up the basic cycle time which will determine the position up-

date rate for the user.

Another solution would be to have each pair of satellites transmit on a

different carrier (FDW). Since the useful spectrum consists only of a few

lines it may be possible to “pack” the spectrum with 12 different carriers

and their associated tones. Care must be taken

tones is allowed f 5 kHz deviation for doppler.

In this study we do not pursue further the

seem amenable to making the receiver cheap. On

basic advantages as discussed in Section 7.

that each carrier with its

FD~ option since it does not

the other hand, TDW has some

The design of a TDW Tone Ranging prototype GPS system is optimized for

the following general parameters:

The carrier frequency is L1 = 157S MHz.

User dynamics are generally limited to one g. One g
dynamics will be assumed when optimizing system para-
meters such aa, for example, loop bandwidth. .1

Ranging ad data collecting capability must be present
,,irtuallysimultaneously, i.e., both functions are exercised
during the dwell-time on a single same satellite. I
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Basic data rates and basic ranging accuracies are the
same as for the C/A GPS mode.

Track update rates must be higher than once per ten seconds
but lower than once per second. Indeed, from practical ex-
perience with tracking civilian aircraft, update intervals
of over ten seconds seem excessive and intervals smaller
than one second do not greatly contribute to better performance.
We will aim generally at a 2 to 4 second update interval.

In the remainder of this section we give a synoptic description of the

prototype GPS tone ranging system, followed by a rationalization of some im-

portant parameter choices. Although it is concluded that a very adequate GPS

tone ranging system could be designed, it ia not concluded that it promises

great simplicity for the receiver unless real breakthroughs occur in reducing

the cost of phase locked loops.

5.1 Tone Wnging System Description

In this section we su-rize the salient featurea
, .

system design: the power budget, the chosen tones, the

formance, the particular choice of waveform.

Table “5-1shows the power budget for the GPS tone

average power roughly equals that of the GPS C/A mode.

of the GPS tone ranging

expected ranging per-

ranging systa. The

The TDM format with

twelve time slots per frame is used, and a peak radiated power twelve times

that of the C/A waveform is postulated. This is 5 dB less than the pulse sys-

tem peak power.

Table 5-2 givesthe clustered ranging tones. Table 5-3 sumarizea the

expected range error budget. The estimated ranging error, due to noise only,

derived from the tones is 28 ft. The resolvable range mbiguity is 39.6 nmi.

The total ranging error depends largely on that error and atmospheric delays

and multipath. The latter is very situation-dependentand has not been studied

further. To obtain a crude estimate of user position error, the ranging error

must be multiplied by the GDOP. In practice a factor larger than GDOP should be

applied since the range measurements are non-simultaneous. The tracker (for

example, an adaptive tilman-type filter) ~Y On the Other hand reduce the result-

ing error estimate again by a factor typically Of two or three, depending on the

user motion and on the validity of the tracker equations modeling of the real

world.
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The principal part of the design is the selection of the particular wave-

form. It seemed necessary to adopt a waveform at least similar to the one

shown in Fig. 5-1 where, at the beginning of each slot, the pure carrier is

transmitted, followed by a time interval where tones are transmitted, then

followed by an interval of data transmission. The remainder of the timeslOt

is a guard time interval protecting against overlapping transmissionsof

satellites at different ranges. The advantage of a short “pure carrier”

interval is that a variable bandwidth PLL can quickly acquire and lock onto

the carrier. From the doppler on the carrier the precise frequencies of the

several tones can then be predicted so that lock-on for the tone PLL at base-

band can occur very fast. The length of the time interval for tones is then

mostly determined by whether the ,tonesare acquired in series or in parallel.

For the design outlined here the probability of bit-error is less than 1.1 10 .-6

,’.<
Figure 5-2 shows a block diagram of a GPS tone ranging receiver the para-

meters of which are discussed in Section 5-2 and Appendix C.

I

I
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TABLE 5-1. GPS TONE RANGING POWER BUDGET

Radiated Power (25 w average;
12 x 25 w in TDM) 300 w peak 25.0 dBw

Satellite Antenna Gain 11.5 dB

Path Loss at L1 = 1575 ~z;
distance 2a524 km. -184.5 dB

Atmospheric Loss -1.0 dB

Receiver Losses (incl.
polarization 10ss) ,’.. -2.0 dB

Receiver Antenna Gain 0.0 dB

Received Power -151.0 dBw

Thermal Noise (kT) -204.0 dB/Hz

Noise Figure 5.0 dB

-199.0 dBw/Hz

Received C/N. 4a.O dBHz

,Margin 3.0 dB

Design Value for C/N. 45.0 dBHz
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TABLE 5-2. BASIC TONES, fn, AND TONES FOR ACTUALLY MODUUTING THE CARRIER f:

~=1

2

3

4

, .,

I
fn f’

n

I
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TABLE 5-3. ERROR BUDGET OF GPS TONE WGING SYST~

Basic knging Erro,rOR 28 ft

Satellite Ephemeris 5 ft
,..’,.

Atmospheric Delay 5-50 ft

RSS 29-5a ft

Multipath (variable)
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Tc = CYCLE TIME = 2 sec

~ ,2,3141516,7181 g

C: 20 msec, CARRIER OtJLY

T: 20 msec, CARRIER FkiMODULATED BY TOliES

o: 109.7 msec, CARRIER DPSK 140DULATED BY OATA

G: 17 msec,GUARD TIME

Fig.5-l. Tone ranging GPS signal format.
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Fig. 5-2. Block diagram of GPS tonneranging receiver.
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5.2 Analysis Defining the Main SystenlParameters

The main aspects of the system design are (1) the choice of the waveform,

i.e., the determination of the several time intervala show in Fig. 5.1; (2)

choice of the tones and (3) choice of ~ power in the tones or equivalently the

choice of FM modulation indices for the tones.

5.2.1 Signal Fomat

A signal format well suited to the multitone ranging problem consists of

a period of pure carrier, followed

the several sidetones, followed by

binary data. (See Fig. 5.1). The

chosen to allow:

by a period of carrier FM modulated by

a long period of carrier DPSK modulated by

length of the varioue ttie intervals was

acquiaftion from absolute cold start, i.e., when no a priori
data on satellite whereabouts are available to the user;

.’c
re-acquisitionwithin the’t“~meinterval of pure carrier after
every eleven ttieslots of silence, coping with frequency drift
caused by relative user-satellitemotion and 05cillat0r insta-
bilities;

acquisition of the several tones and settling of the tone PLL’s
and read-out of the individual phases;

conveying a sufficient data rate.

This section discusses further the choice of basic cycle time T= and the

length of time blocks C, T, D and G of Fig. 5.1.

The cycle time T= determines the rate at which the user position is uP-

dated by a range measurement from the same satellite. We want Tc tO be on the

order Of two to four seconds. AIso, Tc determines Ts> the timeslOt ‘or ‘ach

satellite since T= = 12 Ts. The guardtime G is easily determined to be 17 maec,

the time difference between the range to a satellite at 5° elevatiOn and at the

zenith.

5.2.1.1 Determination of the Time Interval for Radiating
Pure Carrier

The time interval C, during which pure carrier ia radiated with a received

C/N. of 45 dBHz? must be long enough to allow phase-lock to occur. The frequency

excursion which the PLL haa to cope with depends on the length of the the phase

tracking for the particular satellite waa interrupted, the aasumed oscillator

drifts and the assumed user dynamics.
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The PLL used will initially work with a large bandwidth BL. The pull-in

frequency threshold Afp, for a high gain second order loop is given by

Afp = + /0.7 Wm K
n

for gain Kn > ~4 ,

The pull-in time

For a short

more than a

Wm being the loop

is then roughly

-2 ~ sec.Tp = 4.

‘L>

enough cycle time such as Tc

Hz , (1)

eigenfrequency.

(2)

= 2 sec. for user accelerations not

few g and for m oscillator with stability 10-7 Hz/Hz, only a few

hundred Hz of frequency offset will have accumulated.

For BL =
,,...”-..

500 Hz, the pull-in range for a critically damped

i 400 Hz, in which case pull-in occurs within 5.5 msec. If the

set iS less than 225 Hz, lock-on occurs in about 1 msec.

loop is roughly

frequency Off-

The dynamic lag error for such large bandwidth is negligible and the

statistical phase error, E, equals about 8° for C/N. of 45 dBHz. This phase-

angle is important becausecos(E) will scale the power available in the PLL of

the individual tones at baseband. For this reason a variable bandwidth PLL

could be used, with small bandwidth being used once lock-on has occurred.

Choosing time interval C to be 20 msec for a cycle time T= of 2 seconds there-

fore is adequate.

5.2.1.2 Determination of Time Interval T for Radiating Tones

In tone acquisition, two issues are of concern. The duration of the tones

should,be long enough for the individual PLL’s to settle dom. The second

issue is the final phaae accuracy with which the phaae is

The settling time again depends on

on the noise bandwidth of the tone-PLL.

the initial phase
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Since we have a fixed set of tones, and the carrier on which the tones

are modulated ia phase-lockedbefore the tones come on, the frequency offset
fm

on the tones at baseband iS ~ fD, where fm denotes the tone frequency at baae-

band, fc the carrier frequency and fD the doppler offset of the carrier. For

the highest tone and maximm doppler fD of 5 kHz, this frequency offset equals

1.6 Hz. In principle one could read fD and correct the VCO of the tone PLL.

However, the noise bandwidth of the tone PLL will be large enOugh tO take care

of 1.6 Hz initial frequency offset.

For a tone PLL bandwidth BL of 70 Hz (tailored to a tone-to-noise-power

density ratio of 35 dBHz), the phase error iS abOut 10° fOr 1 g dynamics. The

PLL will then lock in about 7 mec for a 32 Hz offset. However, as argued

above, the offact is usually much smaller.

In order to accumulate enough signal for a lock-indicator to work, ,one
1

needs roughly ~ seconds or another 14 msec. However, the lock-on and

signal integrati~it~~ppensimultaneously,consequentlywe allOw fOr the time

interval T a total of 20 msec.

5.2.1.3 Choosing Time Interval for’Transmitting Data

A quick calculation ahowa that the data-intervalwill have to be consid-

erably longer than the tone-interval. Also, to keep error ratee dom, high .

C/N. is desirable for a given bit rate. All this leada us to have a separate

data interval D, and to DPSK modulate the carrier directly during that interval.

Data demodulation circuitry coneiate, for example, of a Costas loop with data

45 dBHz and about 11 dB SNR (for bit error rate 10
-5

detection. For C/N. =

using DPSK data modulation), a data rate of 2.5 kbits per second could be

supported.

If Tr ie chosen to be 2 aec, the number Of bits , R! which can be transmitted

during the intenal , D, where

Tc

D= E- G - T - C = 109.78 meet

is 137 bits. This ia sufficient since it exceeds

the present GFS design.

the 50 bits per second for
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5.2.2 Choosing the Number of Tones and the Tone Frequencies

The number of tones and the choice of frequencies is based on the assumed

initial uncertainty in the user’s position (lowest tone), the required ranging

precision (highest tone) and the capability of the tone phase lock 100pa to

track the tone with a gi”en phase error under assumptions of moderate user

dynamics and of available input signal to noise power for the tone loops.

The tones actually modulating the carrier are the S“”S and the differences of

basic tones on which the range calculation is based, and are “clustered” in

the same part of the RF spectrum. FM or PM modulation of the carrier by the

ranging tones seems generally preferable to N from the point of view of the

transmitter. The RF spectrum in that case is generally wide, many times the

the

baseband of the modulating tones. In a tone ranging system no attempt is made

to “demodulate” the signal and collect the wideband energy efficiently. In-

stead the RF spectrum is heterodyned to.ja$eband and a narrowband filter

(in the form of a PLL) is applied to the fundamental spectral line of each tone.

The input SNR at the tone-PLL ia a function of ho” the tone-modulatingpower

is distributed among carrier and the tones. The distribution is determined

by the modulation indices. Equality of indices for each of the clustered

tones is appropriate in our design. The index then is chosen to maximize

the power in the fundamental spectral line, with as little power as possible

in intermodulationspectral lines and harmonics. At the same time the ratiO

Of power in the fundamental line versus the total power is optimized.

In the following paragraphs some rationale is given for choosing the

frequencies, the optimum number (fOur) of tones and the optimum index of 70%.

Tone ranging is baaed on the basic principle that delay in propagation

of a CW signal is equivalent to phase shift, with an ambiguity equal to the

signal period (assuming phase can be measured in the interval [0,2T]).

If the a priori uncertainty on the range (due to imprecise data on

satellite position and user position) is M km, then the lowest frequency tone

must have a frequency no higher than fL = ~ , where c ia the velocity of light.
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By tracking the tone, the phase is determined. Let sin(mLt~) be the tOne

as transmitted by the satellite (forgetting the carrier modulation and demodu-

lation process). Let ain(WL tR + $) be the received tone, with phase $. Sym-

bols t~ and tR are time-readingsaccording to the satellite clock and the re-

ceiver clock respectively. The unambiguous range portion is

“L [uL(tR-tS) + $] ,=C(tR-ta) + $ . @ .
E

(3)

The portion c(tR-t~)will be provided by the solution of four ranges to four

satellites resulting in three dimensional user position and clock bias. For

simplicity we asaume the satellite times of the four satellites are perfectly

synchronized and equal to true time. The tem c(tR-t~) repreaenta the user

clock bias. From formula (3) we see how the range error is related to the
,..,

phase error and the wavelength:

(4)

In principle, if tilephase error were arbitrarily small the range error would

be arbitrarily small. However, u is limited by the signal-to-noise ratio in the
+

PLL and the presence of dynamics. Therefore higher frequency tones must be chosen

to resolve the basic uncertainty area. Finally the highest frequency tone provides

the baaic ranging accuracy in accordance with the same formula (4).

We continue our analysia for a clustered aet of tones, since we have no

intention of using these basic frequencies (fl.... fli)~ but want tO use clustered

tones (f-l,.... f“N) instead obtained, for example, as follows:

f-l = ‘1

f‘2 = fl-f2
.

‘3 = ‘1-f3

f’N = fl-fN ,
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or as follows:

I
=fl-fn for n even

f’
n

= fl+fn for n odd.

For tone ranging with clustered tones, the finest range-readingwill be

improved by a factor & Or

(5)

for N clustered high frequency tones with average wavelength ~, when each tone is”

tracked with a phase error having standard deviation u .
@

On the other hand, for ambiguity resolution, if the tones f; are tracked with

::::rt~i;d by ‘@i
the correspondingeir~”r“on fi is ~ a

@i
, or worse by a

Table 5.4 shows values for a~ sccording to formula (S) assuming a standard

deviation of phase error of 10 degrees, which is obtainable with a PLL with in-

put $NR of 35 dBHz and subject to 1 g dynamics. The SNR figure corresponds to

a modulation index of 70% and is justified in Appendix B on Power Distribution.

For aR equal to 30 ft (the most interesting design value) the highest frequency,

which is also roughly the average cluster frequency, is then from 533 to 410 kHz,

depending on the number of tones used.

The number of tones is determined by the desired probability of correctly

resolving all range ambiguities from lowest to highest reconstituted tones, or

equivalently by the probability that any of the N-1 ambiguities was falsely

resolved. The latter probability,with a threshold of 10
-6

, was used.

If each tone f; can be tracked with u = 10° then the phase error on the
$

reconstituted tone fn is @ 00 = 14° with corresponding ranging error
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TABLE 5-4. ~GE ACCUWCY AND HIGHEST TONE

(ft)
N=3 N=4 N=5

‘R fl(Hz) fl(Hz) fl(Hz)

10 1.6 ~Z 1.4 NHz 1.2 mz

30 533 kHz 463 kHz 410 kHz

100 160 kHz 140 kHz 120 kHz

300 53.3 kHz ‘ “ 46.3 kHz 41 kHz
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A
If ~~ = kn then the probability that

n-1

‘R,n >A n-1

resulting in incorrect ambiguity resolution is

For N tones, there are N-1 ambiguity resolving measurements; and the overall

probability of false ambiguity resolution is

‘F = 1- (l-PF ) (l-P )
N ‘N-1

For equal ratio kn=kn-l ... =a, one

‘F
= 1-(l-PF )‘-1

N
PF

or
‘FN = ~1 for small PF

Table 5.5 shows how PF and PF vary as a

f’ of 10°. Clearly 3 tones a!e too few,

(l-PF )
2

has PF=PF = .... and then
N N-1,,,-

function of

but 4 tones

N and the asaumed

are satisfactory.

o for
@
Although

5 tones may seem better than 4, it constitutes an unnecessary additional com-

plexity (one more PLL in a parallel setup). Therefore we chose the number of

tones to be equal to 4.

Reverting to OUT previous table we see that fi = 463 kHz ia then

the indicated highest frequency. The lowest frequency fN, as pointed out, ia

determined by initial range uncertainty. If almanac data are available on all

satellite, the initial range uncertainty is dominated by the user position

uncertainty. say, 55 h. Then fN = 6 kHz.

lowest frequency and knowing the number of

Having determined the highest and

tones we determine the ratio a:
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TMLE 5-5. CHOOSING TWE N~ER OF TO,JESIN TE~S OF

PROB~~ITY OF F&SELY RESOLVING MBIGUITY
,’.+

N
‘FN ‘F

2 0.8 0.8

3 1.1X 10-2 2.2 x 10-2

4 4 x 10-8 1.2 x 10-7

5 a x 10-1’ 3 x 10-15
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The tones therefore are
~

fl = 463 kHz, f2 = 108.69 kHz, f = 25.51 kHZ, f4 = 6 kHz.
3 I

However, we now adjust this set of frequencies using some engineering judgment.

We adjust fl upward to 511.3 kHz which is one tenth of the basic GPS oscillator

frequency. Since all tones must have definite phase relationships (for example,

all phases are zero at t = O) it is easier to have simple tone frequency ratios.

For example, a = 5 gives f2 = 102.26, f3 = 20.452, f4 = 4.0904 kHz with finest

accuracy 27.3 ft. (8.2 m) and resolvable initial uncertainty of 39.6 mi

(73.4 b) and probability of falsely resolving ambiguity of 1.1 x 10-6.

The tones actually modulating the carrier are then, for example:

f; = 511.3 kHz

f; = 409.04 kHz .,:.-

f~ = 507.21 kHz .
I

Finally we diacuaa the choice of modulation index. In Fig. 5-3 it is shown

that the suppression factor, which is defined as the ratio of power in the tone

spectral line to tbe total carrier power, haa a maximum for the FN modulation

index A equal to .7. The SNR at the input of the tone PLL, for C/N. = 45 dBHz,

is then about 38 dBHz. The SNR available for the tone PLL actually used in

our design waa 35 dBHz, allowing for a 3 dB margin.
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Fig. 5-3.
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5.3 Discussion of Tone Ranging Performance

The main conclusion on tone-rangingas an alternate waveform is that one

could indeed design an efficient tone-ranging systa, as we have demonstrated.

Multitone syst=s without PN encoding are susceptible to multipath effects.

It is possible however, that for a clustered tone systm, multipath effects

could be averaged out. This issue requires further study.

A multitone system without PN encoding could be easily j-ed, since all

that is necessary to disrupt it is to reproduce one or several tones.

The multitone system designed here, with periods of pure carrier being

radiated, with ame additional acquisition circuits, could “cold-start”mOre

easily then the present C/A GPS system. A cold-start condition corresponds to

total lack of a priori information on the satellite positions. The only

knowledge assumed is a crude estimate of user position (error less than 40

nmi). Appendix B provides some details ofi’”’”a’proposed method for cold-starting

the multitone ranging system.

Tone ranging was found to be practical only in a TDW context. Ita

ranging and data carrying capability can be favorably compared to those proper-

ties of the GPS C/A system. As an alternate waveform to the GPS C/A waveform

it is generally more complex and is inferior to the pulsed system of Section 4,

but its peak power requirements are lower.

Finally, we present Table 5-6 with a sumary of the main featurea and

performance characteristicsof Tone-Ranging as presented by our chosen design.

The final criterion, cost, is not included. Based on our conceptual

design of

cost less

loops.

a multitone ranging aystm, there is little indication that it would

than a sequential GPS set due to the large number of phaae-locked

.

.
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TABLE 5-6. S~Y OF FEATUMS AND PEKFOWCE OF TONE RANGING SYST~

Power Levels

Transmitted Average Power 25w

Tranamitted Peak Power 25 dBW

Transmission TDMA format 150 maec
burst per 2 sec.

Power at Receiving Antenna -151 dRW

Received C/No(5 dB noise figure) 48 dBHz

Signal Design Features

Ranging Capability Provided ~Y,. Set of 4 tones

Data Carrying Method DPSK of Pure Carrier

Data tite Burst of 137 bits in
109 msec or 66 bps avg.

Data Repetition Period for User 24 sec

Receiver Features

Wnging Loop Bank of 4 PLL’s

Carrier Tracking Loop Costas PLL

Data Demodulation Coherent

Start-Up Circuitry Yes

Cold Start Capability Easy

tinge Update Rate 0.5 Hz

Measurement Type R,fi

Sensitivity to Multipath Sensitive
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6. PRFDNA WAVEFORM

In the class of pulsed waveforms, where the short high energy pulse is

adopted as the basic building block, there is a large variety of useful signal

structures. One such was the TDW Pulsed Design of Section IV. The different

parts of the waveform were designed to correspond to specific functions: a

pulse burst for ranging and synchronizationfollowed by PPM for data trana-

mission at a much lower duty cycle.

Although a short-term duty cycle is a good choice for a simple receiver,

it puts demands on the transmitter. ~other pulsed wavefom, which rel=es the

requirements on the transmitter, consists of s simple pulse train at a fixed

PRF. Such a wavefom will also reduce the demnds on the user’s clock in terns

of stability. Each antipodal satellite”~a-iruses a slightly different PRF to

avoid repeated pulse overlap at the receiver, hence the name applied to this

waveform.

A quick design study of one such PRFDMA waveform was made and is aumarized

below. The general conclusion was that, if computation costs keep decreasing

at the rate experienced in the last decade, such a waveform may compete favor-

ably with the TDMA pulsed system, because of the simplicity of the RP portions

in transmitter and receiver. It was found to relax clock requirements but to

be inferior in acquisition capability.

6.1 Ranging

The PRFDMA format is a sisnal format in which all satellites transmit a

single pulse at a given PRF, rather than a burst of pulses over, say, 20 msec,

repeated every .5 seconds as described in Section 4 . Figure 6-1 shows

a PRF waveform choice. Assuming a 2 kW satellite transmitted peak power, the

received power level, ie 56.1 dBHz. For the chosen pulse length of 41 ~sec,

this corresponds to a SNR of 12.2 dB when no frequency offset is present. A

5 kHz frequency offset causes the SNR to drop to 11.6 dB and a 9.2 kHz offset

results in a SNR of 10 dB. This is the minimum detectiOn’threshold for

operation.
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-416 ~EC AVE~G

1111111
164 CHIPS

PRFi ~ 240+ i FOR 1.5 SEC

=240 - I FOR NEXT 1.5 SEC

Fig. 6-1. Sketch of the PRFDW waveform.

I

I
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The pulse length of 41 Bsec was chosen to allow tolerance to a frequency

offset of up to 9.2 kHz from all sources (relative user-satellitemotion and

clock frequency offset or drift), while still guaranteeing a SNR of 10 dB for

pulse detection. This pulse is band-spread by means of a 4 ~z BPSK modulation.

The ranging accuracy is derived from the bandspreading, using PN encoding

with a 164-chip code, identical for all satellites. tinging based on a CCD

matched filter implementationis expected to result in a standard deviation

on a single pulse meaauraent of UP = A_ , where A ia the chip length of

259

but

PHF

nsec or u
R
= 75 ft. Pseudorange f~?uracy is not based on a single pulse,

on the output of a pseudorange tracker updated by range readings at the

rate.

A ranging pulse ia received approximately every 4.2 msec. The time of

transmission of these pulses (based on the satellite ID and the data) is also

knom. (This may involve counting the fi~ber of pulses with respect to a

reference point in time such as the Z-count.) tie can then track, for example

with a simple fixed gain (a,6) tracker, the received pulse time t versus

satellite transmit ttie a. The tracking allows very accurate prediction of

the arrival time of the next pulse, thus helping in aaeociating the correct

pulse with the correct track, controlling the false alarm rate. But more im-

portantly in the centext of accuracy, tracking increases ranging accuracy and

allows strobing of all pseudorange tracks at a co-on time t on the user’a
i

clock and determination of corresponding time s at which each satellite would

have sent a pulse arriving at the user at the t. Correct user position deter-

mination can then occur, corresponding to time t even though the readings from

the several satellites are asynchronouslyreceived.

The twelve P~s needed could be defined by (PRFi = 240 f i, for i = O,11)

where the minus value holds for 1.5 seconds and the plus value over the next

1.5 seconds for an overall average of 240 pulses per second over three seconds.

Obviously with as many aa eleven satellites visible, pulses will occasionally

overlap (about one out of ten). However they must overlap to within two chips

for them to overlap undiatinguishably (probabilityof about one out of eight

hundred). Such a condition can be detected and no decision made on data or

ranging information derived from that single pulse.
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It is easy to show that for the above PRF rates two indistinguishably

overlapping pulses (alignedwithin two chips) from two satellites will, for

the next pulse interval, be separated by about 68 chips. For a signal which

had already been acquired, the pseudorange tracker would simply coast for one

update. The data demodulationwould be based on the remaining “clear” pulses.

The pseudorange tracker helps to sort the pulses into the right satellite

file, the identity of which is re-affirmed once per half second by the data.

If any contradiction in obseued PRFi and the identificationexists, part of

the data may have to be purged or re-acquisition procedures initiated.

6,2 Data Demodulation

The pulses are PN-encoded. One may choose a different code to represent a

zero or a one or uae Pm for data modulation. Pulse position data modulation

would increase the computation load and.,make initial startup more complicated.

Code division increases the hardware complexity. One bit wOuld be transmitted

per four pulses for a data rate of 60 bps which corresponds to the 50 bps of

GPS, and another 10 bits of additional data, for example, fOr extra identificatfon.

6.3 Satellite Identification

The PRF’s of the several satellites are different; but in order to main-

tain synchronism with the P-sigMl at regular intervals (for handover and for

simultaneous change-over to refreshed data once every hour) each satellite can

be assigned two PRF’s, averaging to the same value for all satellites, as was

suggested above in Section 6.1.

6,4 Clock Stability and Computer Load Implications

In Section 9 an analysia is presented on the implications of the PRF

update rate of 4 msec for this approach versus .5 second for the pulsed and

tone-ranging TDNA candidates, on the clock stability requirements.

With the user-clock timing error contribution to ranging restricted to

13 nsec and for the assumption of white noise the clock stability requirement

expressed in Allan variance can be relaxed roughly by a factor Of five when

using a 4 msec update interval instead of .5 seconds. In terms of computer
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load, it was judged necessary to have dedicated comFuter chiFS, estimated to

cost a few dollars each, to perfom pseudorange tracking in order to free the

microprocessor for other taska.

In conclusion, a P~DW system, with relaxed requirements on the satellite

transmitter and the user clock, can be designed with satisfactory performance.

The receiver would be simple but the acquisition, pulse sorting and pseudorange

tracking tasks put additional burdens on the microprocessor as compared with

the TDW pulsed design.
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7. IMPLICATIONS OF

In this section

the channel capacity

~E TD~ FO~T

we discuss some advantages of a TDNA format for sharing
I

amongst the 24 GPS satellites. I

The low-cost GPS receiver will most likely be sequential,with the receiver

cycling between a mintium of four signals needed for position and clock bias

calculation, and possibly tracking a fifth or sixth signal as well, to cope

with signal interruptionscaused by maneuvers or to prepare for re-selection

of satellites to maintain acceptable geometric dilution of precision.

In the case of four satellites, only during 25% of the time that signals

are continuously transmitted,are they actually used by the sequential receiver.

In the proposed TDNA format, a satellite transmits only during one-twelfth of

the time, in a fixed timeslot. For tKe’sme average transmitted power the

received signal level can be about 10 dB stronger. Also, it can be received

during 100% of the ttie that it is transmitted and since

only in assigned timeslots, separated by a time interval

lap, the satellite signals do not mutually interfere.

The advantages for data collection are obvious. In

and a sequential receiver, message portions are received

satellites transmit

to avoid signal over-

the case of GPS C/A

piecemeal and out of

sequence. In addition to this, it ia hard to match the cycle time of the re-

ceiver against a particular subdivision of the messages. Due to the differen-

tial delay between satellites (worth up to 1 bit) and re-acquisition times

(worth several bits), several data bits between pieces of the message will

most probably be lost.

In the proposed TDW forfit there is no difficulty in assembling the

message portions in sequence and it is done without loss of bits.

The counter-argumentcould be that, although now

are one hundred percent matched, the receiver is idle

twelve timeslots, or 75% of the time. And since data

tbe higher instantaneous data rates will imply a more

more costly processor. However, the latter argument

transmission and reception

except during four out of [

are received in a burst,

powerful and therefore

does not hold, since the



circuitry for data demodulation for the pulsed system discueeed here is simple,

and unaffected by the high instantaneousdata rate. Tke proposed instantaneous

rate of about 4 kbita per second in the particular TD~ pulsed

tion IV ie within the capabilities of preeent-day processor.

that the 4 kbps rate Is a consequence of our choice of a three

data rate and ehould be correspondinglyreduced when comparing

equal performance.

design of Sec-

Let us point out

times higher average

the receivers for

To understand better the discussion on GDOP which follows, we include some

general conclusions concerning our short study on satellite selection based on

optiml or sub-optiwl GDOP.

A study on ephemeris behavior of GPS satellite and, in particular, of

a constellation of four satellites selected for their good GDOP propertiea

revealed that:

obtaining the “optimal” selection is a laborious taak

opttiality ia usually ehort-lived (on the order of
ten minutes)

the change of GDOP ae a function of the for a selected
constellation can be quite fast, leading poesibly to a
50% deterioratation in a ttie span of ten minutes.

Often the best constellation is one that is made up of three low elevation satel-

lite, as equally distributed as possible, together with one high elevation

satellite. Usually, at least one is setting. Good GODP and longevity, therefore,

do not go hand-in-hand.

The problem ie that when a single satellite becomes undesired (acts

below 5° EL for -ample), it is most often true that no other satellite can

replace it to maintain a satisfactory GDOP. Usually a completely new constel-

lation must be acquired and tracked. The short-livedness (order of 10 minutee)

of a‘good constellationmakes this a difficult problem for the receiver. The

proposed TD~ syatm would not have this problem.
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For the ~ul~ed TDW system (Section 4), acquisition and tracking Of a

new satellite ia virtually instantaneousby design. The signals of all visible

satellites are available and can be tracked since they arrive in a strict non-

overlapping time-orderedbasia at the receiver. All signals have virtually equal

strength and are modulated by the same PN code and are on the same frequency.

There is no adjusting or re-configuringnecessary on the part of the receiver.

The 75% of the cycle time during which the receiver is idle, when com-

pared to the C/A GPS receiver tracking only four satellite, can be exploited

to great operational advantage.

The idea of using four range measurements to four selected satellites

based on their associated “good” GDOP can be totally dispensed with. The

algorithmic complexity of selecting and continuously reselecting an optimal

or at least sub-optimal set as often as every ten minutes, and the associated

interruptions for re-acquisitionof the“’newsignals, are then unnecessary.

Also the problem of being forced into unscheduled re-selectionwhen one

satellite signal disappears (sudden turn) need never occur.

One may use ranging information from all available (visible) satellites.

men more than four rangea are used, position can be determined, for example,

in a least squares sense instead of a deterministic sense. The resulting

position coordinate are then used to update the user tracker. In many

designs it is natural that range measurements are obtained at a higher rate

than is necessary for the user tracker. One may then smooth pseudorange

measurements before combining the pseudoranges, and extrapolate or interpolate

the measurements to a comon time at which user position is determined.

It should be pointed out that while the GDOP resulting from the uae of

all visible satellites is always truly optimal (and better than the optimal

GDOP resulting from a subset of only four visible satellites), no such claim

can be made in general for the GDOP based on only four, Indeed, it ia almost

unthinkable, for example, that with eleven visible aatellitea all 330 combinations

of four aatellities would be selected and compared based on their GDOP. Instead

some algorithm will first reduce the number of combinations to a tractable

number (maybe ten) and only then compare the remaining combinations baaed on
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explicitlY calculated GDOP values. Such algorithms are therefore at best

aub-optiml. Also, the selected combination out of the reduced set, based on

the best GDOP, is only beat at a given instant of time.

It is quite complicated to predict how long the selected combination

will remain best. In general, one could compare the remaining combinations

baaed on the expected lifespan of the combination or on the average of its

GDOP values now and at some future time. ~is makes the procedure of selection

of a combination even more sub-optimal.

And finally, it should be pointed out that GDOP is a scalar measure

expressing linear amplification of the error on a single range measurement,

aa e~ressed by the User Equivalent Ranging Error (~RS) . In reality the

geometric dilution is more pronounced in some directions than in others, and

these directions and the amplificationsstid~efilychange at the moment of

re-selection of one or more satellites, even if the scalar value for GDOP

remaina the same.

If all visible satellites are used, the GDOP transitions, in scalar

value or in the directionality of the main component of error, will be less

severe s~.ncesatellite are replaced automatically one at a time. Although

the tracking algorithms are exercised more often, a sizable portion of

ware associated with satellite (re-)selection and the time to exercise

can be saved.
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8. WDOVER FROM THE ALTERNATE WAVEFO~ IIODETO

It is possible that a user of the pulsed C/A

the normal GPS P-signal for increased accuracy of

pulsed signal should contain handover information

THE P MODE

waveform may wish to acquire

ranging. For this reason the

equivalent to that provided

in the normal GPS C/A signal. The basic requirement is the inclusion of a

data word containing the so-called Z-count and a means of recognizing the in-

stant of time at which this Z-count applies. The latter part of this require-

ment implies a basic synchronism between the P-waveform and the pulsed C/A

signal, as discussed in more detail below.

The P-signal is fomed from two shift-register sequences, each of which is

short-cycled to 15,345,000 chips. Since the P-signal chipping rate is 10.23 ~z,

the cycle corresponds to precisely 1.5 seconds, called a super-epoch. At GPS

zero time (midnight Saturday night), the two codes, which are added (modulo 2),..
to fom the P-code, are started together in the all-ones state. In satellite

Number 1 they are clocked together,while in satellite Number 2 the second code

: is delayed one chip, and so on up to a delay of 23 chips for the last satellite.

At the end of the first super-epoch, the second code ia held fixed (clock

pulses are inhibited) for 32 chips and then again clocked in synchronism with

the first code. The second code marks time in this way for 32 chips at the

start of each super-epoch, thus processing with the first code to form a very,

long sequence for the resultant P-code.

One week contains 403,200 super-epochs,hence the second code has slipped

by 12,902,400 chips by that time, after which the second code is reset to all-

ones and the entire week-long code (a different one for each satellite) is

repeated.

The Z-count is the number of super-epochswhich have elapsed since zero-

time, and it requires a 19-bit word for full representation. The normal CIA

signal contains data (synchronouswith the C/A PN code) organized into 6-second

subframes. Each subframe begins exactly at the start of a super-epoch and lasts

for four super-epochs. Each aubframe also containa a Z-count word of 17 bits

(the two lowest order bits are truncated)which identifies the super-epoch co-

incident with the start of the next forthcoming subframe. The user who has
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acquired this informationcan therefore set the two code

form his P-signal to the all-ones state and how exactly

hibit the second after starting the first at the time of

generators which will

how msny chips to in-

the next subframe

start. ‘Hewill be in step with the super-epochs of the arriving P-code to an

accuracy of a fraction of a C/A code chip, i.e., to an accuracY Of fewer than

ten P-code chips. Each of the codes which fom the P-signal can be alewed

ahead or behind by a method analogous to the slewing of these codes relative

to one another to complete the P-code acquisition.

ky C/A waveform can provide the same handover, provided it ia synchronous

with the P-code super-epochs in some way and also provides Z-count information.

For example, in the pulsed design described above it is only necessary to make

the 0.5 second framea synchronouswith the P-code super-epochs so that every

third frame begins exactly at the start of a super-epoch. A 19-bit full Z-count

word can be transmitted during the triplet-of frames corresponding to one

super-epoch. Since each satellite begins transmitting at the start of a

precisely-timed time slot, the user can preset his P-code generators for the

start of the next forthcoming super-epoch and also allow for the delay expected

between this super-epoch start and the arrival of the sync burat from the

satellite in question in the first frame of this super-epoch. There is no

requirement for a precise user clock to span a long interval of time in this

procedure, since all the burden for precision of timing (e.g., time-slot start)

is placed upon the satellite.
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9. CLOCK STARILITY WQUIRE~NTS IN ‘TDMASYSTEMS

In a conventional multictinnel GPS receiver, pseudorange measur~~ts

from all tracked satellites are continuously available. BY stiultaneOus

sampltig of these outputs, the range differences necessary for user position

determination can be obtained without reference to a clock. However, ti

any system with Mtemittent transmissions from the satellites, such as the

TDNA systems described above, paeudorange for each satellite is obtained

only at intervals, and must be ttied and tracked in some way so that stiul-

taneous measurements can be s~thesized from the track for positioning.

This process of tracktig and esttiation brings with it a dependence on clock

behavior and a requirement for short-tern clock stability.

In the PRFDNA system, pseudorange trackfig is necessary to sort the

pulses from different satellites and also to perfom smoothing, Or ~tegratiOn,

of the pulses from each satellite b“ o’rderto build up the accuracy of the

tidividualpseudorange measurements. A simple “alpha-beta” tracker has been

suggested for this purpose, one for each satellite h track, and these tracker

outputs can be used to predict each pseudorange ahead to a common measurement

ttie. Tbe predicted values are then used in a conventional user position

calculation, just as though they had been obtatied by “strobfig” (s~ultan-

eously sampling) a set of continuous pseudorange outputs.

In the TDM schemes, the situatiOn ie a bit different, sfice pseudOrange

is obtained once per frame (one-half second interval) from each satellite,

and every measurement, being made from a pulse burst or tone-ranging signal,

already bs the accuracy required for positioning. The measurements are

made at staggered tties, by the basic nature of the TDW fomat, and require

interpolation (tistead of smoothing and prediction) to a comon measurement

time “forinput to the position calculation algoritti.

In all cases, the pseudorangemeasurements actually used for location

are esttiates, based on ttied, intermittent dsta, and hence carry errors due

to clock tiperfections h addition to the usual errors of TOA (tfie-of-

arrival) measurement. A general analysis has been carried out of the effeet
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of clock testabilityon user position accuracy for several tracktig and titer-

polation schemes, and for tw standard models for clock behavior. The general

conclusion is that clock ttitig errors are leas serious in their effect on

poaitiona then TOA errors of equal magnitude, due to the correlated nature of

clock errors and the tolerance of the tracker-titerpolation schemes to low-

frequency clock noise.

In thissection, only the TDW case, with simple two-point interpolation,

will be discussed in detail. This is done becauae the TDW systems, with

their relatively long intervala between measurament~,as compared to the PRFD~

system place the greatest demands on the clock. It also turns out that the

analysis ia considerably simpler than that of the alpha-beta tracker model,

for which results will be stated without proof.

Taking the pulsed TDW system fir~”,consider the ranging bursts from

a single satellite, and let the measured arrival tties of these bursts be

RI, ~, ..., according to the user?s clock. From the data sent by this

satellite, the ueer knows the correspondingtransmission tties, S~, S2, ....

of the bureta, accordtig to the satellite!a clock. Both tties are adjusted

to refer to a common fiducid mark withti the pulse burst, and no satellite

clock error is assumed. In effect, the user can plot tranamission ttie,

Sn; versus reception the, Rn, and joti the points with straight ltiea for

each of the satellites betig used. men position computation ia desired,

a single the, R, is chosen and the corresponding transmission tfies sre

read off of each plot, providtig stiultaneous pseudorange for location.

Position computation is asynchronous with the TD~ frame, befig exercised On

demand from the user position tracker.

Stice the data points were jotied by straight lines, the process

represents simple ltiear titerpolation,for each satellite, between the two

measurements which straddle the measurement time, R. Linear fiterpolation

is appropriate, stice emoothtig by curve-fitting is not required to tiprove

accuracy, and the effect of acceleration in user-to-satelliterange (which

is domtiated by the user’s on acceleration) is negligible over the half-
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second titervals involv~ here, amounting to no more thn one foot per g of

acceleration.

In practice, it is Only necessary tO save the two mOst ‘eCent ‘measur-

ements(S and R for two successive frames) for each satellite h ptig-pong

fashion until a position update is required. If this request comes at ttie

R, the data in store is retrieved, and the measurement ttie R. = R - A is

established, where A is the frame duration for the system. A moment’s thought

will show that the stored data will contain one pair with reception the

earlier than R. and one pair later ttin Ro, for each eatellite. If these

pairs for one satellite are called ‘1‘ ‘1 and ‘2‘
S2 , then the transmission

ttie esttiate correspondingto the chosen reception the R. is stiPIY

S* - S1’

?.. sl+ (R. - RI).
‘2 - ‘1

It might seem simpler to use the same data to predict ahead to time R, but

the general analysis shows that clock error effects are mtiimized by using

R. in the middle of the data potits, qnd that prediction outside the measure-

ment titerval causes significantdegradation. The fact that the position

fix is older, by A (.5 sec.), than otherwise would be the case, is of no

tiportance stice the user position tracker will be predicting position in

any case in order to drive the user’s display.

Suppose that true tfie is denoted

the by the user’s clock is

R(t) = t + E(t).

In other words, the clOck errOr at true

by t, and that the corresponding

time t is E(t), and all other

sources of error h TOA measurement, such as receiver noise, are ignored

here. If the true tties cOrrespOnd~g tO R.~ R1 and R2 are ‘o~ ‘1 and ‘2~
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then the actual transmission the that would correspond to reception at true

the to will be given by

‘2 - ‘1
so. sl+— (t. - tl) ,

‘2 - ‘1

if rage acceleration is neglected. It is easy to show tbt the reaulttig

error e = t -
0

S0 is given by

‘2 - ‘0
to - tl

e= EO-— -—

‘2 - ‘1
‘1

‘2 - ‘1
‘2 ‘

where E. = E(to), etc, and the factor 4“

‘2 - ‘1 ds— =

‘2 - ‘1
=’

which multiplies the entire expression for e, has been approxfiated by unity.

This is permissible, stice ds/dt is the user-satellite range rate, divided by

the velocity of light, and is hence only a few parts h 106. By the same

arguent, t2 - tl is essentially equal to ,A,and we mite e h the ffial form

e = E. - (l-X)E1 - X E2

where

t -t t - tl
0xE~=_.

tz - ‘1
A
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The true receive tties are then tl = to - XA and t2 = to +(1-X~As sO that

the error is completely parametrized by the quantity X, aa ahom h Fig. g-l.

where the ranging bursts are shorn as simple pulses. This error h trans-

mission the will be used tistead of pseudorange error, stice the reception

the will be comon to all satellites, canceling “outof the position cal-

culation, and the aim is of no tiportance. ~

I I
4 A’ d
I

, .,

-_?&

I to

Fig. 9-1. Definition of X.

Each pseudorange error is of the form given above, each with its om

value of X and correspondfig receive ttiea, while all share the error term

E If the clock had only a deterministic error, consistfig of a bias and a0.
rate error, then E(t) would have the fom a + bt, and it is easily seen that

each individual paeudorange error ia zero in this case. Physically, this is

so because linear, proportional titerpolation is indepadent of the origin

and scale of the axis against which the data is plotted. In our problem this

has the deeper consequence that pseudorange errors are tisensitive to the

low-frequencycomponents of rmdom clock noise. In fact, we shall find that

they are more tolerant of flicker noise thn of white noise h the clock

output, as defined below.
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r“”
This brtigs up the question of clock noise models, and we follow the

usual practice h the frequency standards field by representtig the clock as

an oscillator whose tistantaneouapbsae at time t ia

$(t) = 2~f0 ~t [1 + y(a)] ds ,

where f. is the nomtial frequency of the oscillator. The quantity y is the

nomalized tistantaneousfrequency error:

Y(t) -
(i(t)/2m) -f.

.
f.

.,....<”,.
A clock driven by this oscillator will be used to the an titerval by measuring

the accumulated phase difference over the titerval, and dividtig by 2nf0. In

terns of our previous notation, the error in tfitig the true titerval (t~, t2)

Will be

‘2
E (t*) - E(tl) = f Y(S) ds .

tl

The “frequency noise”, y(t), iS modelled as a stationary random process with

zero mean (a constant mean corresponds to a constant frequency offset, which

has no effect in our problem).

Two models are used here for the y(t) process. In the first, y(t) is

taken to be “white noise”, with a constant power spectral density, while in

the second, the spectral density is assumed to vary inversely with frequency,

corresponding to “flicker noise”. The effects of white noise are easily

analyzed in the time domain, as “ill be done here, but flicker noise requires a

tedious analysis h the frequency domain, and only the results will be quoted.
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Clocks are usually characterizedby the behnvior”of their Allan
2

vartince*, ua(T), a dtiensionlese quantity which measures normalized fre-

quency stability over an interval of length T, aa a function of T. If

the frequency noise is white, with single-sidedpower spectral density Go,

then it is knom thst the A1l.anvariance is

G
U:(T)= ~

varytig tiversely with T. Stic,ethe clock frequency noise is white, the

errors in ttitig non-overlapptig tties are uncorrelated, and the error

E(t’) - E(t) has the mean squared val~ ,

“G
[E(t’)- E(t)]z ~ * I’tl’-tl.

(The error function E(t) is therefore a Wiener process). The expression

allows us to evaluate the mean squared valuea of pseudorange errors, and

also their correlations, in terns of Go and hence, ulttitely, h terns of

Allan variance.

-1Flicker noise ,Ms spectral density G-lf ‘-x ‘L’ ““--”----”-- *“‘-

variance is tidependentof T

*D. W. Allan, “Statistica
54, No. 2, February 197?,

=21n2G
-1 .

of Atomic Frequency
pp. 221, 230.
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This connection again allows us to express our results directly in terns of

Allan variance, after an analysia h the frequency domain. It should be noted

that white and flicker noise models are in general agreaent with the

AlIan variance behavior of quartz crystal clocks in the range of the

ktervals between tens of milliseconds and seconds which are relevant to

our problem.

Retuntig to our expression for pseudorange error, we note that it can

be witten in the form

e = (1-X) (E.- El) - X (E2- EO).

Stice the titervals (tl, to) and (t., t2) dO nOt Overlap, we easily find

the mean squared value, for white noise:

~=
G
+ [(1-X)2

In terms of the Allan vartince at FA,

~
= u:(A) . AZ

GOA
x A + X2 (I_x)A] = ~ X (1-X).

we can put

. x (1-x) .

Notice

sense,

that the error vanishes when X equals zero or unity, which makes

because titerpolation is unnecessary when a pulse arrives exactly at

the measurement the. A similar calculation yields the mean of the product

of two paeudorange errors e and e‘:
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~ (A) .ed = 02 A2{xx’ (l-X’) + (l-X) (l-X’) X}

where X is the -her of the tm parameters, X and X’.

With these formulas we can evaluate the moment utrti for the clock-

related errors for any number of pseudoranges, corresponding to the satellites

currently betig used for location. This moment matrix, in tum, fixes the

contribution of clock errors to find position uncertatity. Unfortunately,

such a moment mstrti depends in a complicated way on all the X-parameters

which describe the detailed positions of the received pulses relative to

the chosen measurement ttie. This measurement ttie, however, bears no
T

special relation to the PU1se arrival tties and, averaged over many POsitiOn

updates, ustig different sets of satellite, the X-values will appear ran-

domly distributed over their range, from zero to unity. Stice we only

require the effect of clock errors on mean squared position error, it is

reasonable to average out these X-paxcmeters, yielding a much stipler, but

representative,pseudormge error moment matrix. By integrating over

X and X‘, from zero to unity, we easily find the mean valuea

and

— 2
~u

‘&’ = 10 a
(A) A* .
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The averagtig over the X-parameters is now ticluded in the significance

the overbar.

Accordtig to our previous discussion, U=(A) . A iS the ~S clOck

of

error in ttifig an titerval of length A, and hence might be compared with

the ms errOr, uR, in measuring the of arrival due to receiver noise and

quantizaiion effects. We ~uld like to be able to say that a clock error,

oa(A) . A, of one nanosecond is equivalent to a TOA error of some other

number of nanoseconds in its effect on user position accuracy. However,

TOA errors are tidependentamong pseudorange measurements, correspending to

the values

The desired comparison is mde possible by compartig the moment mtrices

in the two cases for pseudorange differences, r,atherthan pseudorangee

directly. User position can always be computedz in the caee of N satellites,

from N-1 pseudorange differences, one satellite befig chosen as reference

for all the others. Let e. be the error in the reference pseudorange, and

let e and e’ be two other pseudorange errors. The (N-1)-dimensions!.moment

matrix of differences will have diagonal elements of the form

(e - e0)2 ~ A,

and off-diagonal elements of the form
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(e - eo) (e’ - eo) 3 B.

We can work these out in terns of the quantities we already how:

TT-2~
A=e+eo

0

—— —

B=e~-eeo
7

- eve + e
00.

For TOA errors,

tive variance OR

the cross-product terns are zer~, and all pseudorange errors
2
, hence ,’.,

A=2aR2

B = 0R2 u A/2

(the diagonal elements are all equal to A; the offdiagonal elements equal’

to B). For clock errors, using our averaged values, ~ is the same for

all satellites,and ~ is the same fOr all paire, which means that

77
A=2(e-ee)

Y
B=

T
-se+e = A/2 .

This general result holds for all Iloisemodels; for white noise we have
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A=

Stice these moment

same form, except for a

exactly like TOA errors

2
+ Oa (A) AZ .

matricea (for paeudorange differences) have the

proportionalityconstant, clock errors will behave

in their effect on position accuracy, regardless

Of the number of aatellitea used for location on the geometry of the con-

stellation in use.

The proportionalitybetween these two error sources is expressed by

the relation

(uR)e =

which gives the rms TOA

variance u:(A).

us(A) . A
= 0.258 Us(A) . A (white noise)

m

error equivalent to the effects of a clock Allan

The entire ‘analysiscan be repeated for flicker noise, which results

in more complicated formulas for ~ and ~ h terms of the X-parametere.

When these expressions are averaged over the parameters, we obtain the

proportionality relation

(uR) ~ = 0.159 u . Aa (flickernoise)

where Ua, in this case, is tidependentof A,
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Taking white noise, the worst

of .5 seconds for A, we see tht a

from bias and frequency offset) is

of the two models, and the frame length

clock whose short-term stability (apart

characterized by an Allan variance of one

part in 107 (this

the intervals of

equivalent to TOA

are combtied on a

is actually the square root of the Allan variance), for

the order of one second, contributes position errors

errors of rnk value 13 nanoaeconda. Skce these errors

“root-am-squared” baais with other errors of the order

30 nsec or more, it WY be concluded that the clock stability requirements

of the TDW system is a few parta in 107, for one-second ttie intervals.

Although the discussion was carried out in the context of a pulsed TDW

systm, the results also apply to a tone ranging system; if we consider

only errors in thing due to the clock.

The PRFDW system presents a similar, but more difficult, analysis

problem. In steady state, each tracker is smoothtig over the whole past

of pulse arrivals, spaced A seconds apart (A betig a representative pulse

repetition period). The chosen measurement time will be XA seconds after

the latest pulse arrival the, where X varies for each satellite, being in

all cases between zero and unity. The transmission time error, e, for one

satellite is then a weighted sw of the clock errors at all previous

arrival times. Aa before, it can be shorn that e vaniahes for a deter-

mtiietic clock error consisting of biaa and rate offset.

For white noise it is possible to evaluate ~ and ~ in terns of

A and the tracker parameters, and,the the-phase parameters X and X’.

Again, X and X’ are averaged out to yield an effective TOA rangtig error

of the fom

(OR) e =KOa(A). A ,
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where K is given h terns of the tracker parameters

K2 = ‘a ‘3$~~)-(;#)_+@$ 62/5)

by the expression

values of a and ~ correspondtigto a tracker “titegration time” of about

10 pulses are

a = 0.34545 ; B = 0.05455,

which results in K = 0.438. For smoothfig over 5 pulses, the corresponding

K iS 0.363. These K-values are larger”~han these of the two point inter-

polation, minly because transmission the is “betigextrapolated outside

the measurement titerval, but the difference is smll. In our application,

the pulse titerval, A, is only a few milliseconds, and this results in

much less demnding clock requirements thn in the TDW case, far overcoming

any difference h K-factors (flickernoise effects have not been evaluated

for the alphs-beta tracker, but should result in mailer K-factors tbn

white noise).

Aa an example, taking A = 4 msec and K = O.5,we have

Us(A)= ; (uR)e

or

-6
ua(.004 see) = 6.5 x 10 .

To be fair, this same clock will kve a smallerAllanvarianceat T = .5 sec
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(the specificationpoint for the TD~ case discussed above), with our white

noise model, namely

%

“(), X 6.5 X 10-5 = 5.8 X 10-7;ua(.5 see) = +

hence, the clock requirements are”relsxed here only by a factor of about five.
1

-1

,,
,:.,
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QPENDIX A

m&YsIs OF PERFOWCE OF GpS C/A WA~FO~ WiTH Mom pO~R

This appendix provides some analytical detaila to back up the summary

statement of Section III. The outline of this appendix is the same; first we

discuss code synchronizationissues, then carrier phase

data demodulation and iaaues related to data gathering.

A .1 Code Synchronization

A.1.1 Sequential Code Synchronization

The average time required for code synchronization

lock issues and finally

is

aaaumed signal-to-noisepower density. This study aaaumes

power by the GPS satellite of from 14 dBW (present level)

a function of the

an RF transmitted

to 29 dBW. Table A-1

summarizes our estimatea of link losses and the ratio of signal power to noise

power density at the input of the receive!;.,-,,.

The two isauea to be considered are: the time required for sync detec-

tion, and the sensitivity to doppler. If the system ia sensitive to doppler

then one must not only

dimension as well. In

the incoming code with

the power level of the

of the sync detector.

perfom a code search, but a search in the frequency

a serial code search, the replica code ia tested against

steps of one half chip length. Detection is based on

despread carrier falling in the narrow bandpaas filter

With Ta denoting the signal integration time, it is

assumed that the incoming signal is not doppler shifted in frequency aa com-

pared to the local oscillator by mOre than ~~ Hz. This frequency offset

causes a 10ss of no more than 3.8 dB in outpu? signal to noise ratio at the

correlation-peak. bother 1.25 dB ia lost in case the two codes are one

quarter chip misaligned and the.testing is done with one half chip increments.

The signal-to-noiseratio must be 15 dB, i.e.,

~T~>15dB,
No

to guarantee 10 dB under the worst conditions of maximum frequency shift and

code misalignment. The 10 dB corresponds to a probability of false alarm of

less than one percent combined with a probability of correct detection of 90%.
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TABLE A-1. HIGH POWER GPS BUDGET

w sat.Transmitted POWer lJ to 29 dBW

Sat. Antenna Gain 11.5 dB

Pathless -185.5 de

Atmospheric Leas -1 dB

.,.<

At Receiver Antenna -161 to -146 dBW

Receiver ktenna Gain “OdB

Receiver Lose -2.5 dB

Mrgin for Other Loss -2 dB

-165.5 to -150.5 dBW

Receiver Noiee for 5 dB Noise Figure -199 dBW/Hz

C/N.; Ratio of Carrier Power to

Noise Power Density 33.5 to 48.5 dBHz
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Since ~ is variable from 33.5 to 48.5 dBHz, the integration time ranges from

14.3 too.45 msec. Since the code epoch of the presently proposed GPS C/A

signal is 1 msec long, one “ill prefer coherent integration times which are

multiPlea Of 1 maec. If a different GPS signal format with shorter epochs

were used in combination tith more po”er, coherent integration times less than

1 msec could be exploited. We expand on this in a later paragraph.

The above integration times obviously depend on the threshold set for

reliable sync detection. If a higher degree of false alarm and missed detec-

tions ia acceptable, shorter times will result.

It would generally be unwise to have coherent integration times of over

19 mseconds to reach the required detection energy, aa would be necessary at

the lower scale of the power level since this would reduce the filter band-

width to less than 75 Hz. This makes the code synchronization function much

more eensitive to doppler and frequency dr’iftfrom the oscillator.

It would not be useful to have integration times leae than 1 msec for the

present C/A code since appropriate threshold levels for partial code auto

correlations are difficult if not impossible to eet reliably.

A coherent integration time of 1 msec allows roughly a frequency band of

+ 500 Hz. For a sequential receiver cycling through four satellite signala

with cycle times on the order of 1 to 10 aeconda, the frequencY drift accumu_

lated from relative user and satellite motion and clock drift will generally

be well within the t 500 Hz band. This avoida a sequential code sync search

over several frequency bands.

The situation ia entirely different when the receiver is trying to acquire

the signal from a new satellite. The number of frequency bands to be searched

depends on the a priori frequency uncertainty. Even with a perfect oscillator,

the carrier frequency can be off as much as + 4342 Hz (“orst CaSe at the

earth poles) from satellite motion with respect to a stationary user and i 1000

Wz from user motion. If sufficiently accurate satellite ephemeris data are

available, for eXample, in the form of pre-stored almanac data, only the latter
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frequency error is important, implying a search in at most 2 or 3 frequency

steps. If no almnac dataare available,as wouldbe the case in a “cold

start-up” mode, as many as 10 frequency steps may be necessary.

Since we have assumed that the code synchronizationsearch is done sequen-

tially in one-half chip steps, it could require up to 2046steps. The inte-

gration time discussed above must then be multiplied by this number and by the

number of required frequency steps which can be from 2 to 10, depending on

power level.

In eumary, the effect of more power on sequential code synchronization

is that integration time (inverselyproportional to power) can be significantly

reduced, but has a practical lower limit of one msec (code epoch). The number

of frequency steps can also be reduced, since that”number equals the assumed

frequency uncertainty present, divided by the bandwidth (inverse of integration

time). mile the reduction can be dramatic for start-up conditionswhen the

code is acquired the first time, the number of frequency steps is more likely

to be two in norml operationswith no reductions due to increaaed power

possible when cycling times between eatellite signale are from 1 to 10 seconds.

The largest factor in spchronization is the number of code phases to be

tested. That number is not directly dependent on power level, certainly not

in the acquisition phase. However, in the re-acquisitionmode (when cycling.

between satellite signals) the nmber of code phases to be searched is a

function of the range-uncertaintyaccumulated during the time other satellites

were visited. More power can provide better ranging (see Section 3.1.4) and

more accurate range prediction and therefore will reduce the number of code

phases to be searched in the re-acquisitionmode.

The above analysis points to shorter synchronization times with increased

power. ‘“This is an important operational benefit. Hidden benefits are in the

potential for use of a cheaper IF oscillator, elimination of software to

perform incoherent integration and eventually elimination of eoftware associated

with frequency searching in ‘normaloperations. Frequency searching would be

done only when a new satellite is being acquired.

The possibility of elimination of code phase searching ia suggested in

Section A.1.3 on matched filtering.

-.
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A.1.2 Possible Use of a Shorter Code

The previous section suggests that if available signal-to-noisepower

density ratio exceeds 45 dBHz, then with the same detection thresholds as above

the integration time for the test on one code phase in one frequency band

could be less than 1 msec. The objection againat lesser time was that the

code epoch was 1 msec and constituted a lower bound. That objection is zemoved

if one is willing to redesign the GPS waveform with a shorter code of, let’s say,

511 or even 127 chips.

The potential of the short code of 127 chips at the present 1.023 lfips

clocking rate is that one can coherently integrate over one epoch and add the

results incoherently to reach a sufficient energy level for detection and be

totally independent of the maximum expected doppler. Tolerable frequency off-

sets are * 7900 Hz for a 127 chip code. Circuitry and algorithms corresponding,,,.,,..-
to frequency stepping can be dropped and a low quality oscillator is pemisaible.

But all this has a price. Shorter codes result in a lower margin between

the auto correlation peak and the cross correlation peaks. That margin is

difficult to calculate except for Gold codes. The margin can also be affected

by the carrier frequency offset existing between the cross correlated signals

if that offset is larger than several inverse integration times. For example,

for a 1023 bit long Gold code with 1 msec integration time, doppler offsets of

several kHz among the signals of the (at most) eleven satellites do exist.

The margin discussed above is in the worst case about 3 dB lower than the mar-

gin given by the Gold bound expressing maximum cross correlation power P at

zero frequency offset:

( (+)+ ,2
P=z 210 )

or -23.9 dB.

Obviously, given a set of 24 Gold codes, the exact margins for the appli-

cable frequency offset range can be obtained.
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For a code as short aa 127 chips and corresponding short integration

times, no applicable doppler offset can exceed several inverse times and

the above effeet does not exist. Tbe margin expressed by the Gold bound

then holds for all pairs of satellite signals; for a seven-registercode,

P equals:

()
(*) 2

P=
2

27+’
or -17.5 dB.

h the other hand, insensitivity to doppler meana that nOw more satellite

signals are capable of interfering. Since”as mauy as eleven can be simultan-

eously visible more signal interference exists. Several dB in mrgin can be

lost due to multiple signal interference.

In suwary, the negative aspects’of using a shorter code are that the mar-

gin between auto correlation peak and cross correl?tiOn peak iS 10wered. But~

even for a short 127 chip code, a healthy 17.5 dB margin continues to exist.

Even with more signals being capable of interfering,multiple code accessing

capability is sufficient.

We conclude this section on shorter codes with some comparison curves for

code acquisition in the worst case, i.e. all code phases must be searched and all

frequency bins must be searched for the maximum doppler that POSSibly can

occur and the threshold for detection of synchronization’is a guarateed 10 dB

(even with the code time misali~ment of one quarter chip and the frequency

offset between incoming si~al and locally generated signal equal to one-half the

frequency band or equal to the”inverse of the coherent integration time).

Figure A-1 preaenta the time required for a detection decision on a single

code phase for:

a) Curve A: A short 127 chip code and incoherent sequential de-

cision. The coherent integration time is taken to be about 125 Msec (corre-

sponding to a 127 chip code length at 1.023 ~Z clock rate). The result of

each integration is the sum Of in.phase and quadrature cOmPOnent energY snd

is added N times. The number N is chosen tO represent a final probability of
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-3
detectionof 0.9 and a probabilityof falsealarmof 5 x 10 . The average

valuefor N, denotedN, can be derivedfromradarco~lsiderationsand is given

roughly by

-8 logloti= & -11 ,
0

where ~ is the ratio of energy per pulse from coherent integration to the one-

sided n~ise spectral density expressed in dB. For example, fOr C/N. = 43.8 dB

Hz (which is 10 dB above the present GPS signal level) and T1 = 0.125 msec,

E/N. = 4.8 dB and ~ = 6. Effectively one needs at least one more step to ex-

ceed the threshold. Plotted is therefore T1 (= + 1) = 0.9 msec.

b) Curve B corresponds to the coherent integration time needed

to obtain the required E/N. when a filter bank is used with as many frequency

bins as needed in parallel to cover the total doppler D assumed to be * 4 ~z

(user motion induced doppler and maximm doppler at mid latitude). The required

E/N. was held at 13 dB to obtain simila~ detection and falae alarm capabilities.

c) Curve C is the total test time if only one filter exists which

sequentially tests over all frequency bins. If T1’ is the coherent integration

time the total time Ts equals

T~ = 2 TI’2 D.

d) Curve D simply represents the number of frequency steps

corresponding to curve B and is inversely proportional to assumed C/N..

It is clear that short incoherent sequential detection is comparable to

detection with coherent multiple velocity filter detection as far as detection

time on a single code phase. The sequential nature of the detection is traded

against multiplicity of filters albeit with a alight loss in efficiency.

.FigureA-2 presents again curve A of Fig. A-1.compared to curve E repre-

senting the more realistic GPS caae of coherent integration of over 1 msec and

incoherent sequential integration to satiafy the E/N. requirement of 13 dB

combined with the use of a single velocity filter.
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k\D A:

B:

c:

D:

INCOHERENT SEQUENTIAL

COHERENT MULTIPLE VELOCITY FILTERS

COHERENT SINGLE VELOCITY FILTERS

NUMBER OF FILTERS NEEDED IN CASE B

10

30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

C/N. (dB Hz)

Fig. A-1. Test time on one code phase for initial code acquisition for
maximum frequency uncertainty.
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A: INCOHERENT SEQUENTIAL, T1 = 0.125 msec

E: INCOHERENT SEQUENTIAL, Tl = 1 msec

E, USING 8 PARALLEL FILTERS

E2 USING 1 FILTER

‘.l ~
30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

C/N. (d8 Hz)

Fig. A-2.Test time for one code phase for initial
code-acquisition for maximum frequency uncertainty.
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It is clear that short codes are advantageous for code acquisition and

for simplicity of acquisition circuitry due to their independence of doppler.

The cost is a possible false lock due to the reduced cross correlationmargin

and higher aidelobea of the auto correlation function. Also, the range ambi-

guity interval is smaller for shorter codes and my require more software

manipulation,

A.1.3 Use of Wtched Filter

If instead of the sequential digital filter one usea a matched filter such

as a CCD correlator, one does not have to teat every code phase in one half chip

increments and there ia a corresponding saving in acquiaitfon time. Programabl@

CCD devices are available for code lengths of 127. Programmable CCD devices

for code lengths as long as 1023 will not be available in the near future.

The short code and sequential incohertie detection method therefore can benefit

from this technology to great advantage.

The whole operation not only of code synchronizationbut also of code

tracking the PLL and demodulation could be done at baseband.

A.1.4 Improved Code Tracking

Once synchronizationia established, deapreading of the signal can be done

for the purposes of demodulation of the data and obtaining a doppler reading.

A feedback from the PLL “tunes,,the locally generated signal tO ~ximize the

error readings for any choice of discrimination curve. These error readings

are also a function of signal-to-noiee. The chip duration A can be “split”

more accurately with increased C/N. or in other words more accurate range

measurements can be expected.

tinging error expressed as the variance Of chiplength A in terns of C/N.

is (Ref. 9).

&(Bn B

)

1/2
UA = C/N. ‘.5 + k :No ‘

where k = O for coherent tracking; = 1 for a non-coherent DLL

Bn ia one-sided bandwidth of the code-tracking loop

Bw is the inverse “ofthe integration time of the predetection

bandpass filter in the non-coherent DLL.
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This equation shows for example, that a 10 dB increase in C/N. gives a chip

splitting capability at least three tties better.

A.2 Performance of the Carrier Tracking Loop

The PLL is used principally to demodulate the data coherently. A higher

C/N. level provides better performance and allows larger bandwidth. The latter

makes the system less sensitive to relative userfsatellite dynamics. For a 2nd

order loop the acceleration lag OLag in response to a constant acceleration step

A+ (radfsecz) ie

e A;
Lag “ ~.

m

For a critically damped loop the loop bandwidth relates to the eigenfreq”ency

wm by ~ = 0.53 “m. The noise term contribution
.,,...,,-,,.

~

It can be seen that the value E of total phase error

E=kO
Lag + ‘e

will be optimized for different BL based on the weighting k and the assumed

dynamics, but is strongly affected by the assumed C/N Increased C/N0. 0
reduces the phase error E and allows the loop bandwidth, which is optimized

fOr the noise contribution and the lag component, to be larger. This iS sho~

more clearly in Fig. 3 1 of Section 3 for the indicated weighting. The choice

of weighting is obviously up to the designer. An acceptable choice for k is 2,

allowing the PLL to cope well with dynamics as high as several g.

A.3 Data Demodulation

High C/N. will allow better data demodulation. First, the larger bandwidth

for the Costas loop will mean fewer phase slips of that loop when subjected to a

dynamic situation while maintaining a smll phase tracking error. The cosine Of
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that error affects the detection energy per bit collected over 20 msec. The

energy is obviously proportional to C/N. which csn then be directly translated,

for s DPSK dats modulation, to bit error rstes.

A.4 Satellite Scheduling

In the previous sections the

time to SNR wss demonstrated. In

also on cycle time. Let C denote

sensitivity of acquisition and re-acquisition

a sequential receiver the latter depends

the cycle time during which the four satellites

selected for user position determinationhave been “visited”.
.

For shorter C, less range uncertainty to a particular satellite will have

accumulatedwhile the signals from the three others are being tracked. In

the software algorithms range and range rates are assumed to be tracked.

Obviously shorter C means higher track update rate and correspondinglymore

accurate estimates of ranges, range rates, clock bias, user position and

velocities due to the emoothing process applied to the data. The uncertainties

on predicted range (predictedcode delay) and range rate (doppler offset) are

then mostly detemined by mexpected accelerations.

Accelerations from satellite motion are less than one wavelength per

second squared. The biggest accelerationsderive,from ueer motion and are

limited to a few tens of meters per second squared. Range uncertainty accumulated

over the three-quarter cycle time C thereforewill seldom exceed one chip

length (300m) for C up to 5 seconds.

Therefore re-acquisitionmay require only the checking of one to three half chip

code phases. Fig. A-1 indicated the teat time for high SNR still only to be

of the order of tens of msec. Accelerations also cause frequency offset to

accumulate linearly with cycle time during the three-quarter cycle time. To

this one must add the oscillator error during the three-quarter cycle time.

For a master oscillator of 10
-J

Hz/Hz the frequency error accumulates at the

rate of 160 Hz/aec. The DLL for code synchronization,for high SNR, can be

designed with a wide enough bandwidth (e.g., 1 kHz) so that no frequency steps

must be considered. The PLL will then require AFC siding to cope with such

large initial frequency offsets.
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mat is saved on oscillator coat therefore may well have to be paid in a

more complicated PLL unleae one reduces the cycle time drastically to, for

example, two seconds. The disadvantage here ia that the effective time for

acquiring data becomes very small and meesage aasembly of out-of-sequence

portions, with no guarantee of meaaage completeness due to missing data bits,

becomes difficult.

Since tracking and data collectionmust occur simultaneously, the better

aPPrOach ia for longer cycle times, end a better oscillator (e.g., 10‘8 Hz/Hz).

kother point to be emphasized is, that if ranging accuracy can be relaxed

the DLL which provides the ranging potential can be simplified. Instead of

using parallel channela to provide early/late/on time outputs of the local

code generator, a well knom timesharingmethod called tau dither can be used

with only alight degradation in performance.,
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APPENDIX B

DETAILS OF TDW PULSED GPS RDCEI~R

In Section IV a design was described which represents the class of TD~

Pulsed waveforms. Several small studies were performed to detemine the

feasibility and simplicity of the approach.

In this Appendix we include some details on the sync processing and data

processing logic and how the logic translates into hardware. The flow charts

and diagras are othemise self explanatory.

Figure B-1 presents the processing waveform. Fig. B-2 shows the sync

processing flow chart translating into logic cards D1 tO D3 in Figs. B-3 tO B-5.

Fig. B-6 shows the Data Demodulator counter atatee and Fig. B-7 sumarizes the

layout of the GPS receiver.
1

-,
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DATA=ol 11
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, L SAMPLING ~MES FOR
;

DATA DEMODUTION

SYNC DECLARATION (S SWCESSIVE) PULSES *PARATED 256 ~)

Fig. B-1. Processing waverfoms.
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Fig. B-3. Special purpose logic card D-1.
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Fig. B-4. Special purpose logic card D-2.
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Fig. B-5. Special purpose logic card D-3.
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Fig. B-6. Data demodulator counter states
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APPENDIX C

POWER DISTRIBUTION iN TONES FOR GPS TONE MGING SYSTEM

the tone ranging system described in Section 5 the FN or PM modulation

index is chosen so that the power in the fundamental spectral lines is maxi-

mized. In the tone ranging method, no conventional FM or PM demodulation is

used. Instead, a PLL is applied to recover the specific tone, after heterody-

ing the modulated carrier to baseband. That allows us to realize an increase

of 3 dB in loop SiiRover the SNR at IF. It is important tc maintain sufficient
.

power .inthe car.ri.erfrequency spectral line during tonemodulation in order to

allow the carrier .PLL..to track with”aufficiently small phase=error. The signal $ 1

amplitude of the tone ia pr~portional.to the cosine of that phaae error.

inthis appendix.we derive an expr?s.sionfor the SNR in.the tone PLL aa a

function of modulation index.. The index is then chosen to maximize the ratio
~
N .,signal-to-noisepower density ratio at the.input of the tone PLL to..tbe

r~tio ~ , signal-to-noisepower density at the input of.the receiver.
“

in-the,,fellowing derivation C(t)“will;representthe received~ wavafofm>

the aetf; are the..tonea,fc is the carrier frequency, n(t) is the neise com-

ponenE of the RF signal.

Let th2 carrier,
. The received RF

‘i. .

c(t)=

where n(t) =

frequency f= , be

wavefom is then

[
A COS 2Tfc t + $

phaae modulated by the sum of N“tones

N
+XA. sin(2mf~ . t)1+n(t)

1i=l

nc(t)c0s(2TfCt)-na(t)sin(2~fct)

The noise components n= and n~ are low pass, gauasian with zero mean, and

standard deviation equal to standard deviation of n. If n has single~ided

spectral density No in the RF band B, thennc and n~ have density2N0 in lowpass
~,

band~ . (No = kTNF , NF is noisefigure). In terms of the received waveform

the signal-to-noisepower density ratio ~ equals: 1
0
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A2co
No== .

.

Let Q ~ A ! Jo (Ai), where Ji are Bessel functions of ith order,
i=l

then N J1(Ai)C(t)-n(t) = Qcos(2nfct + 0) + Q Z — Cos [Zn(fc+ f; )t + $]
~=1 Jo(Ai)

4 ‘l(Ai)
— Cos [2Tfc-f;)t + $] + ....

- ‘ill JO(Ai)

higher order terms.

The higher order terns are harmonics and intermodulationproducts at

spectral frequencies

N
.

‘c +i:l‘ifi

for all possible combinations

integers ki .

[kl, k2, k3,...~l for positive and negative

Assuming that an accurate carrier reference is obtained during acquisition,

a quadrature reference

A
b(t) = a sin (2T f=+ $)

A.
can be formed. For a PLL f= = fc, $ = $ + 6$, 8$ being the carrier phase

tracking error.

The received signal C(t) is heterodyned to baseband by this quadrature

reference b(t). Let C-(t) ~ C(t)-n(t); then

N
< C-(t) b(t) >Low ~a~~ = - ~.x

~=1

111

J1(Ai)
sin (2Tf~ t-6@)

JO(Ai)



N J1(Ai)

+ +i:l Jo(Li)
sin(-2Tf~ t-do)

N J1(Ai)
=

- aQi:l~ . cos 6$ sin (2nf~t).

Observe that the amplitude of the tone fundamental at baaeband ia~ fOr tOr!ef; ,

J1(Ai)
Cos 6$. _ = aJ(A1).Jo,(Az)

aQ Jo(Ai)
..J1(Ai)..JO(AN) . cOs 6$

We now discuaa the term n(t) heterodyned

< n(t) b(t)>Low ~as~ = ~

to baaeband : &

(ncsin$ -ns coa $)

2 2
‘aN

~ia iS low pass noise over bandwidth,~.an: sPectral density & 2 ‘o= ~ .

The tone f’” ia now isolated in a PLL with tone-to-spectralnoise density(~ )n ;
0

of

.
c A’

or, since~ =~N ,
0 0

A aimi

()~N =2 ~ J: (Al)..J~(An)...J~(AN)c0a2~$ .
OnO

()

.

a; analysis ahOwa that tb~ ~ at the RF frequency fc is
0 carrier
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This is the power ratio available to the carrier PLL for carrier tracking and

must be sufficient to maintain accurate phase track since th$ cosine of the

phase error scales the power available to the tone PLL.

The method of clustered tones allows the range accuracy to be determined

from the average of all tone phases while ambiguity resolution is based on the

sum or difference of two tones implying a range error which ia a factor @

worse than the error associatedwith a single tone. This effectively favors

the finest of the fundamental set of tones compared with all other tones and

is a desirable feature. For simplicity one may allow the clustered tones to

have equal modulation indices A.

For any tone PLL one may then write

()TGo = kn~ = k ~ .“.:-.
0

n
0

where

2N-2
k = 2 C0S26$. JO(A)J12(A)

For 6$ = o and N =.4, Fig. 5-3 in Section 5 shows k as a function of modulation

index A. Factor k is sometimes called the auppreaaion factor, The optimum A is

.7 for minimum suppression. However, aa can be seen, the minimum is fairly flat

for A between 0.5 and 0.9. One may favor smiler A to limit the maximum phase

deviation (2.8 radians for 4 tones and A = 0.7) or limit the effective band-

width which is occupied. The approximate bandwidth of the RF signal is given

by the Carson rule ,

2(A1 + l)fl ,

since all tones are clustered around and below f
1.

The SNR in the tone PLL,

for ~ equal to the projected 45 dBHz, and A = .7 would equal 38.1 dBHz. The

desig~ assumed 35 dBHz to allow about 3 dB of margin.
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